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ABSTRACT 

This work investigates the wall effects on the settling velocity of a falling ball in 

concentrated suspensions. The model suspensions consist of neutrally buoyant spheres 

in a viscous Newtonian suspending fluid. A number of previous studies have focused 

on determining the average velocity of the settling particle along the centerline or 

axis of the containing cylinders. The objective of this study is to determine the wall 

effects experienced by the falling balls as they settle off center or eccentricall}' a radial 

distance b from the centerline in a cylinder of radius R. 

In the dilute suspension (volume concentration of sohds, 0 = 10%), off-center wall 

effects are indistinguishable from those in pure Newtonian fluids. For the moderately 

concentrated suspension (0 = 30%), off-center wall effects begin to de\'iate from 

Newtonian behavior as the ball approaches the wall {b/R > 0.5) and the ball settles 

slower than it would in a comparable Newtonian fluid. In a highly concentrated 

suspension {(p = 50%), the Newtonian region in the center of the cylinder is mucli 

smaller {b/R < 0.3) and wall effects are significantly stronger than those found in the 

moderately concentrated suspension. 

Additional experiments were performed utihzing on-center drops in suspensions of 

100-niicron particles and suspensions of large, monomodal particles. Off-center wall 

effects in suspensions of large, monomodal spheres increase in magnitude and area of 

effect as the suspended particle diameter increases. In additional experiments, the size 

and/or the density of the falling ball was changed from experiment to experiment to 

determine if any deviation from on-center Newtonian wall effects could be detec ted. 

Again in the dilute cases, the observed wall effects were essentially Newtonian in 

nature. In the concentrated case, however, it was observed that these suspensions 

appear to be shear thinning in nature. These results indicate that current suspension 
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constitutive models that assume Newtonian behavior must be reexamined as wall 

effects are much larger and extend further into the suspension that previously thought. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In falling-ball rheometry a sphere is allowed to fall under the influence of gravit\- in 

a quiescent liquid. A sphere, initially at rest, will accelerate until it reaches a constant 

velocity. At steady state, the sum of aU of the forces on the ball must be zero and the 

gravitational force exactly balances the buoyant and kinetic forces on the particle. 

The governing equation for falling-ball rheometry is derived from Stokes' solution to 

the conservation of momentum equation for uniform, low Reynolds number flow past 

a sphere for the kinetic forces [35] combined with the steady-state force balance in an 

unbounded Newtonian liquid under conditions such that only hydrodynamic forces 

exert an appreciable effect. The results show that the terminal velocit}-, Cf, is a known 

function of the fluid viscosity, fi, the physical characteristics of the falling ball and 

the material properties of the liquid: 

2 g{pf- Pfl)a) 

Here pf is the density of the falling ball, pfi is the density of the fluid, a/ is the 

radius of the falling ball and K is a. correction factor used to account for effects not iii 

Stokes' original formulation (i.e., wall effects, inertial effects, etc.). Using this simple 

formula, experiments can be designed to measure the viscosity of a fluid at low she.u 

rates using relatively precise and inexpensive methods. 

In order to obtain high precision results in systems contained in finite-sized cylin

ders, falhng-ball rheometry must be corrected for the additional drag due to the 

presence of bounding walls. In Stokes' original assumptions, it was sp«M itied that \\\v 



fluid was an "inflnite sea." Subsequently, several authors have devised methods for 

corrections to the drag force due to waU effects. Faxen [15] performed the initial study 

that derived a theoretical prediction of the correction factor for balls settling along 

the centerline of a cylinder that is acciurate to first order terms of af /R (the ratio 

of the falling ball to containing cylinder radii) and Reynolds number (based on the 

falling ball diameter) of zero. Bohlin [7] extended this work for af/R tt^rms through 

the lO''̂  power, valid for af/R ratios between 0 and 0.6. Haberman and Sa\Te [20] 

further extended this work by posing an "exact" theory that provides a much more 

accurate correction for 0.6 > af/R > 0.8 as well as validating Bohhn's correction for 

0.6 < af/R. 

The corrections described above provide wall corrections for the axisymmetric case 

in which the trajectory of the ball is along the centerline of the c>'linder. Happel and 

Brenner [8] first developed corrections for an off-center case. They define K as 

- —4;)Q)- (-) 
The eccentricity function, / [b/R] is in terms of integrals of infinite series of Bessel 

functions. Famularo [14] calculated values for this function for several values of b/R, 

the ratio of the off-center distance to the cylinder radius. These results are tabulated 

in Happel and Brenner [21]. For small values of af/R and b/R — 0, the following 

function is valid: 

/ ( i ) = 1-2.10444+0.0697 ( A y + 0 ( A y ( , . . , 

Note that these calculations are valid only for values of o///? < 0.1. Papers 1)\-



Falade and Brenner [13] and Higdon and Muldowne\' [22] extend these results and 

provide correction terms for higher af/R and h/R ratios. Ambari and coworkers 

[2] confirmed Happel and Brenner's corrections experimentally using a falling-ball 

apparatus with a magnetic ball whose position can be controlled via an external 

magnetic field. Ilic and his coworkers [23] also confirmed these corrections in numerical 

simulations and in physical experiments. 

Other faffing baU studies, including Mena and coworkers [27], Gottlieb [17], Chhabra 

and Uhlherr [11], and Butcher and Irvine [9] exist for non-Newtonian fluids, but most 

are concerned only with the case in which the ball falls along the axis of the cylinder. 

For low shear-rate experiments and small falling balls, the wall effects are essentially 

Newtonian. For these conditions, current Newtonian wall corrections will recover the 

low shear-rate viscosity of the fluid in question, and can sometimes provide additional 

rheological properties of the fluid (see Gottlieb [17] for example). 

Much less is known about balls falling vertically but off the axis of the containing 

cylinder for viscoelastic fluids and suspensions. For viscoelastic fluids, Carevv and 

Townsend [10] studied the two-dimensional problem of an infinite cyhnder off-center 

in a rectangular channel, in slow-flowing shear-thinning and constant-viscosity (01-

droyd B) fluids. They found that the drag and torque exerted upon the cylinder are 

decreased by increased elasticity. The torque on the cylinder continues to decrease 

as the elasticity increases. The cylinder also experiences a transverse force wh(Mi 

it is eccentric that tends to push the cylinder further off-center. Becker, McKinley 

and Stone [5] measured similar effects in computer and physical experiments where a 

sphere sedimented near a plane wall in a shear-thinning fluid. Their findings agreed 

with numerical simulations performed by Feng, Huang and Joseph [16] on Oldroyd-

B fluids. These authors found that in these non-Newtonian fluids, wall effec Is on 

an eccentrically placed ball were reduced in magnitude and (̂ tte( t, as compared to 



Newtonian fluids. 

Here we are concerned with the wall effects, not in a Newtonian, single-phase 

liquid, but in suspensions of particles in liquid. Barnes [4, 3] has studied wall effects 

and non-continuum effects in concentrated suspensions in rotational rheometr\-. He 

finds that a depletion layer near solid surfaces can lead to slip and this effect is a 

strong function of the gap size to suspended particle diameter ratio. 

Mondy and coworkers [31] have shown that suspensions can exhibit wall effects 

that are non-Newtonian in experiments in which the ball settles dow n̂ the centerline 

of the containing cyhnder. In this work, it was demonstrated that even though an\' 

two successive drops could differ by an appreciable amount, that averages of large 

numbers of ball drops were reproducible. Surprisingly, a range of ball sizes was 

found to experience the same average resistance to motion. This last observation 

was consistent with the motion of the bah faffing through a hypothetical one-phase 

Newtonian fluid. However, balls smaller than the suspended ball size and large relative 

to the containing cylinder experienced non-Newtonian wall effects. It was found that, 

for highly concentrated suspensions, as af/ag (where â  is the radius of the suspended 

spheres) is increased, three distinct regions for the reduced viscosity (the apparent 

viscosity of the suspension normalized by the viscosity of the Newtonian suspending 

liquid) appear. They corrected for the influence of the walls by assuming Newtonian 

wall effects. In the region that extends from af /as of approximat(^l\' 2 to 6, the reduced 

viscosity does not change with varying af/R, which implies that the Newtonian wall 

effects used in the determination of the reduced viscosity are consistent with the 

data. However, in the region they termed the "small ball" region, where the falling 

ball is smaller than or comparable in size to the suspended balls, the reduc(Ml vis< (jsity 

(again assuming Newtonian wall effects) shows a linear increase with af/R or af/a^. 

In the third region, termed the "big ball region," the reduced viscosit\ again begins 



to increase with af/R dramatically as af/R increases beyond 0.15. These effects are 

described further in papers by Milliken and coworkers [28] and Mor and coworkers 

[32]. In this work we wiU restrict the ratios of af/as and af/R to those found to result 

in Newtonian behavior. That is, we wiU use falling balls that are large in comparison 

to the suspended particles, but small in comparison to the diameter of the containing 

cylinder. 

Here we describe a series of experiments that measure the average velocity of 

faffing balls as they settle eccentrically in the cylinder containing the suspension. 

The suspensions are well-characterized suspensions of neutrally buoyant spheres in 

viscous Newtonian liquids. The primary experimental parameters are the normahzed 

distance off the centerline of the cylinder and the volume concentration of particles, 

4>. We find that the wall effects for suspensions increase dramatically as the fall 

line approaches the wall. In addition, the range and magnitude of these wall effects 

increase as 0 increases. 

The next section describes the suspensions and experimental apparatus used in 

this study. Subsequent sections describe the results of these experiments, summarize 

the findings, and discuss the implications of this work for suspension modeling. 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The suspending fluid used for this experiment was made to match the densit\ 

of the particles at 22 °C. The fluid consists of a solution of standard grade granu

lar potassium iodide (KI) salt obtained from Fischer Chemical, Inc. The salt was 

mixed with reverse-osmosis water to a concentration of 28 wt.-% KI; the combined 

solution has a density of 1367.9 kg/m^ at 22 °C. This salt solution was then added 

to UCON 90,000, a poly-alkyleneglycol manufactured by the Union Carbide Corpo

ration. This fluid was chosen because of its relatively high density and high viscosit\ 

The salt solution comprises 38.75 wt.-% of the final suspending fluid, with the UCON 

oil comprising the remainder. The final fluid matches the density of the particles, 

1185.4 kg/m^, and has a viscosity of 1.96 Pa-s at 22 °C as tested in cone-and-plate 

falling-ball, and capillary rheometers. Individual measurements of the viscosity of the 

suspending fluid agree to within 5%. This fluid has been shown to be Newtonian with 

no significant normal stresses for shear rates up to 40 s~^ This fluid was used with 

the particles in order to obviate any possibility of the particles being dissolved 1)> 

halogenated hydrocarbon fluids as used in other experiments [31]. The temperature 

of the suspensions was maintained constant at 22 ° C by immersing the cylinders 

containing the suspensions in water baths that were controlled to within 0.1 ' ( ' 

The suspended particles, manufactured by Esschem, Inc., are made of poly

methylmethacrylate (PMMA). Fig. 2.1 is a scanning electron micrograph, SEM, 

image of the particles. As shown, they are spherical in cross-section and virtually 

free of internal defects. There is a distribution of particle sizes that \\A\V been char

acterized by a Coulter counter particle size analyzer. Six separate runs are in c lost 

agreement and indicate that the arithmetic mean particle diamet(>r is 9 1.5 /an with 
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Figure 2.1: Scanning electron micrograph of the particles used in the experiments. 

a standard deviation of 29 ^m. 

The falling balls, obtained from Small Parts, Inc., were made of brass (spe

cific gravity 8.5) and of radius 3.18mm with a tolerance of 0.5% in mean diameter 

The cylinders, purchased from Kontes Custom Glass, are 38.1mm in radius and are 

457.2mm in length. In order to achieve consistency of locations for the falling sphere 

drop-points, PMMA lids were machined to fit the cylinders and holes were drilled 

in these lids at specific locations. The falling spheres were timed as th(>v passed 

through a measured zone in the center of the cylinder away from the bottom and 

upper free surface. The beginning of the measurement zone was at least one cylinder 

diameter from the fluid level in the cylinder and ended at least one cylinder diameter 

from the bottom (see Graham [19]). The suspension was slowly stirred after vehx itv 

measurements had been taken for each of the positions in the cylinder in order t . 

maintain uniform concentration between trials. Velocities for the falling balls at each 

position were averaged over 5-20 ball drops following the technique as (les( ribed in 



Milhken and coworkers [29]. A set of velocities from several trials was averaged and 

then statistically compared to another set of an equal number of trials. If the differ

ence between the two averages was statistically indistinguishable, the average of the 

combined number of trials was accepted as the correct data. If there was a statistical 

difference, more data was taken until this condition was met. 

Two methods were used to track the falling ball in these opaque suspensions. Real

time x-ray radiographic measurements were performed at Sandia National Laborato

ries. The system is an MA-5 X-Ray Inspection System manufactured by Advanced 

X-Ray, Inc. The system is based on a 160 kV microfocus through transmission x-ray 

source with minimum focal spot of 2 /xm. The enclosure cabinet contains a 5-axis ta

ble that enabled precise, repeatable positioning of samples. Connected to the cabinet 

is a 152mm image intensifier with CCD camera and one 254mm analog video c ani-

era. Connected to the unit is a digital image processor that includes post-processing 

equipment for quality improvement, real-time processing, storage, and position mea

surements. With this system, complete real-time measurements of the trajectories of 

the falling balls in optically opaque systems can be made. Three wires, c reating two 

measurement zones, were placed against the detector to generate a repeatable posi

tioning system for timing the descent of the falling ball. Calibration was accomplished 

with pure (transparent) suspending fluids in order to ensure accurate measurements 

with suspensions. The velocity in each zone was measured and sets of data were 

compared. If the velocity in either zone was consistently higher or lower than the 

other, then this was assumed to indicate that the suspension was poorly mixed. The 

suspension was remixed and retested until the velocity distribution between zones 

was randomly distributed. At this point the suspension was considercvi w(»ll mixtd 

and data were recorded for that system. 

Real-time measurements on opaque suspensions were also accomplished iisiiu a 
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technique based on an eddy current detector and described in Powell and coworkers 

[34]. The system has been improved to include three pairs of wire coils, the resistance 

through each pair balanced in the manner of a Wheatstone bridge. As a metal ball 

passes through the induced magnetic field, it disturbs the inductance through the 

top wire in the pair, creating a detectable change in resistance. When the falling 

ball is positioned equidistant from each of the wires in a pair, the resistances are 

again balanced, creating a detectable zero point. As the ball continues to fall, the 

bottom wire is disturbed, creating yet another detectable disturbance. In this way, 

velocities can be taken and compared for two sections of a cyhnder. As described 

above, if a significant difference exists, the column is considered poorly stirred and 

the datum point discarded. All experiments are free from inertial effects, in that 

the Reynolds, Re, number is 0 < Re < 10~^. Both the real time radiography and 

the eddy current detection system produced statistically indistinguishable results in 

the same suspensions. Accuracy was almost identical in the two systems with an 

estimated experimental error of O.lmm/s. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental technique was first verified by taking measurements in the pure 

suspending fluid and comparing the results against established theoretical results. As 

shown in Fig. 3.1, falling baff data agrees to within experimental error (within 0.01 

dimensionless Vr/vr^c ratio, where Vr is the velocity of the ball at position b — r and 

VrcL is the velocity at the centerline of the cylinder). The error bars are based on 

95% confidence hmits on the data calculated from a Student t-test. As the falling 

ball position b/R approaches the wall {b/R = 1), increased drag from the narrowing 

gap slows the fall velocity of the sphere. Here we have normalized the fall velocity at 

a position b/R with the fall velocity along the axis of the c>linder {b/R = 0). Also 

shown in Fig. 3.1 are the theoretical predictions of Falade and Brenner [13]. 

In addition the results of boundary element method (BEM) simulations of the 

system are used to check the analytical predictions in the region near the containing 

walls. These predictions are made using a boundary element code originally devel

oped by Ingber and subsequently modified by Dingman and their coworkers [12, 24]. 

The flows described here are quasi-static creeping flows that are described mathe

matically by the Stokes equations, which were solved numerically by the boundary 

element method. In our numerical simulations, the elements are super-paraiiK^tric 

That is, the velocities and tractions were assumed constant within each triaiiii,ular or 

quadrilateral element, but quadratic shape functions were used to accurateh' define 

the surface geometry. The resulting boundary integration equations provide accurate 

solutions to the creeping flow equations of motion in arbitrary geometries. The results 

of these numerical simulations are in good agreement with i)r(^\ions works [23, 19]. 

We find that even these lower order reflection solutions are verv robust and the an-
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Figure 3.1: Validation of experimental technique by comparision to calculated values. 

alytical approximations give good predictions up to b/R = 0.9 for an af/R = 0.083 

for pure Newtonian fluids. Over the range of our data, the theoretical and numerical 

predictions are indistinguishable from the experimental measurements. 

Data for individual ball drops was taken in an identical way in suspensions in 

which the solids concentration was 10%, 30%, and 50%. Dimensionless length sc ales 

that characterize these experiments are R/ag ~ 7600 based on the mean diameter ot 

the suspended particles, af/R = 0.083, and af/ag ~ 630. Plotted in Fig. 3.2 are the 

results from the suspensions in which 0 is (a) 10%, (b) 30%, and (c) 50%. Plotted are 

the experimentally measured velocities at a dimensionless radial distance b/R from 

the axis of the containing cyhnder normalized with the velocity at b/R = 0 aloni; 

the centerline of the cylinder. The solid line is response of a Newtonian l)eha\ioi 
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while the symbols represent data from suspensions. Note that as the concentration 

of the suspension increases so do the deviations from Newtonian behavior. Xote 

that each data point represents a set of 5 to 20 individual ball drops depending 

on the concentration and the variability associated with the discrete nature of the 

suspensions. Observations made in the real-time radiography system showed the ball 

trajectories were, on the average, vertical for all tested b/R values. 

Over the range of the data of these experiments, we observe that dilute suspensions 

(0 = 10%) exhibit Newtonian wall effects. In these experiments we measured tin 

ratio of the average velocity of the balls faffing off the centerline normalized with 

the average velocity on the centerline of the cylinder as a function of the normalized 

distance off center b/R. We find that the velocity ratio is statistically indistinguishable 

from theoretical and numerical predictions and experimental measurements in {)uit̂  

Newtonian fluids. 

In moderately concentrated suspensions (0 = 30%) the interior region of the 

containing cylinder {b/R < 0.5) also exhibits Newtonian behavior in that the local 

velocity to centerline velocity ratio is statistically indistinguishable from pure New

tonian liquids. In the region near the walls, the balls fall slower than they would in 

an equivalent one-phase Newtonian liquid that had a viscosity consistent with the 

average terminal settling velocity along the centerline. As the concentration of solids 

in the suspension increases to 0 = 50%, the enhanced wall effects extend further int̂ i 

the interior of the suspension. The core region of the containing cylinder in which 

the velocity ratio is Newtonian is reduced to that region in which b/R < OM. In addi

tion, the magnitude of the reduction of the velocity relative to that in an (Xjuivalent 

one-phase Newtonian fluid increases as 0 increases. 

The maximum packing fraction is known to vary with the ratio of a^//? [iM) W'r 

speculate that because the constrained geometry can lower the maximum packing 
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Figure 3.2: Results for off-center experiments in suspensions. 
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fraction, the concentration of particles near the waU can be closer to maximum pa( king 

than the average bulk suspension far from the walls. When the falling ball is further 

from the containing waU, it tends to push suspended particles out of its wa\' during the 

descent. In general, it is easier for the falling ball to push particles into regions of lower 

relative packing (the concentration normalized by the local maxnrmin packing). We 

further speculate that when the faffing ball is close to the wall and pushes suspended 

particles towards the wall, it meets greater resistance because the suspended particles 

are already near maximum packing. This creates a virtual "wall" that produces 

additional resistance for the falling ball and decreases over what would be expected 

for a Newtonian fluid of similar effective viscosity. 

Figure 3.3 is a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) of a suspension of 1/S" 

particles at 50 vol.-techniques at the MRI Petrophysical Applications Center (MRl-

PAC) in the Department of Petroleum Engineering, Texas Tech Unixersity. As can 

be seen in the image, near the containing walls of the cylinder the particles "layer." 

This layering effect is due to the constraining effects of the cylinder walls. As a ball 

falls through this region, it pushes suspended particles out of its wa}' some of which 

migrate into this layered region. In this region, the local maximum packing fra( tion 

is lower than that of the bulk system due to the constraining effects of t he walls. This 

effectively increases the concentration beyond that of the bulk system, affecting an 

increase in apparent viscosity. 

It is important to note that many existing constitutive equations that des( rib(> 

suspension behavior implicitly assume Newtonian behavior for certain values of their 

adjustable parameters. For example, the diffusive flux model of Phillips and his 

coworkers [33] when used with Kreiger's viscosity model [25] for suspensions would 

incorrectly predict Newtonian behavior in "snapshots" of off-center ball drops well-

mixed suspensions. This highlights the need for a more fundamental understanding 
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Figure 3.3: NMR image of a suspension at 50 vol.-% concentration. 

of these enhanced momentum transport mechanisms for both particle-particle and 

particle-wall interactions in concentrated suspensions. Additional off-center drops 

using balls of different densities will help separate geometric effects from "inertial" 

effects in these falling ball experiments. See Sec. A for discussion on observed "iner

tial" effects. 
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APPENDIX A 

ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS 

Additional experiments were performed on suspensions of 1/8" diameter particles 

using the techniques described above in the Experimented Methods section (ad

ditional data was taken using a visual method as the suspensions in this case were 

transparent). Similar studies were performed wherein the drop position of the falling 

ball were varied. Additionally, the sizes of the faffing bah and suspended particles 

were varied creating a large experimental matrix. 

While incomplete, most of the experiments show some promising results. For 

instance, as the suspended particle size gets larger in relation t(j the c\'linder, the 

behavior of the wall effects changes. As can be seen in Fig. A.l, increases in the 

particle size change not only the magnitude and origin point of the non-Newtonian 

wall effects, but the overall behavior of the deviation, compared to the small particles, 

as well (all suspensions at 50 % concentration). 

Falling balls of differing specific gravities also showed different behavior in the 

suspensions of 100 micro particles. As the falling balls grew denser or larger the wall 

effects showed greater deviation from Newtonian behavior. As can !)(> seen in Figur(\s 

A.2, A.3 these suspensions seem to be showing a shear-thinning effect (all suspensions 

at 50 % concentration). 

Observations made during the large suspended particle experiments indie ate that 

the falling balls have a tendency to wander towards the center of the (\linder more 

often than not. This may be due to constrainment near the bottom of the cylinder 

again due to packing effects. End effects may also significantly affect tlu^se r(\sults as 

particle constrainment is surely greater at the bottom of the cylinder than along the 

sides. 
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A.l Additional Experimental Methods 

The suspending fluid used for these additional studies is similar to that used by 

Abbot et al. [1] and Graham et al. [18]. It consists of practical grade t(^trabro-

moethane (TBE) 18 weight-%, Triton X-100 surfactant 45 weight-%, and UCON 

90,000 17 weight-%. A smaU amount (0.1 weight-% of TBE) of Tinuvin, a U\' degra

dation inhibitor, was added to the TBE prior to mixing to prevent degradation of 

the TBE in the presence of UV light or iron. The viscosity of the fluid was measured 

to be 2.1 Pa-s at 20 °C in a capillary rheometer. Special care was taken to match 

the refractive index of the fluid to that of the suspended particles to ensure trans

parency of the final suspensions. The formulation of the fluid was designed in order 

to match the density of the suspended particles, 1181.9 kg/m^, at 20 °C The data 

in these suspensions was obtained following similar procedures as described above in 

the Experimental Methods section except that no eddy-current or x-ra>' device 

was necessary as the suspensions were transparent and marks along the glass cylinder 

sufficed for timing purposes. 
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APPENDIX B 

RAW DATA 

B.l Raw Data 

B.1.1 100-Micron Suspensions 

Table B.l: Data used in generating Fig. 3.2-(a). 

b/R 
0.000 
0.080 
0.014 
0.155 
0.242 
0.306 
0.344 
0.393 
0.482 
0.533 
0.573 
0.633 
0.680 
0.741 
0.799 
0.847 
0.881 
0.912 

v/vcL 
1.000 
0.996 
1.004 
0.992 
0.996 
0.990 
0.987 
0.982 
0.989 
0.996 
0.989 
0.987 
0.984 
0.945 
0.919 
0.860 
0.800 
0.769 

95% CI 

0.027 
0.028 
0.027 
0.019 
0.012 
0.025 
0.029 
0.027 
0.012 
0.028 
0.011 
0.029 
0.026 
0.024 
0.023 
0.024 
0.022 
0.020 

Mr 

1.251 
1.257 
1.247 
1.261 
1.259 
1.269 
1.274 
1.281 
1.268 
1.256 
1.261 
1.256 
1.250 
1.276 
1.261 
1.271 
1.285 
1.244 

95% CI 

0.034 
0.036 
0.034 
0.024 
0.015 
0.032 
0.037 
0.035 
0.016 
0.035 
0.014 
0.037 
0.033 
0.033 
0.032 
0.035 
0.035 
0.032 

Experimental parameters: Cyhnder diameter 3", falling ball diameter 1/ 1", bras. 

falling balls, 100-micron particles in suspension of KI-UCON fluid at 10 \'ol. %. 
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Table B.2: Data used in generating Fig. 3.2-(b). 

b/R 

0.000 
0.080 
0.014 
0.155 
0.242 
0.306 
0.344 
0.393 
0.482 
0.533 
0.573 
0.633 
0.680 
0.741 
0.799 
0.847 
0.881 
0.912 

V/VCL 

1.000 
1.001 
1.003 
1.003 
0.987 
0.978 
0.979 
0.994 
0.977 
0.980 
0.967 
0.947 
0.927 
0.905 
0.857 
0.857 
0.734 
0.645 

95% CI 

0.008 
0.016 
0.027 
0.029 
0.016 
0.025 
0.020 
0.014 
0.009 
0.020 
0.012 
0.016 
0.023 
0.018 
0.019 
0.019 
0.019 
0.015 

Mr 

3.003 
3.000 
3.000 
2.993 
3.048 
3.081 
3.082 
3.034 
3.082 
3.062 
3.096 
3.143 
3.184 
3.195 
3.245 
3.179 
3.352 
3.561 

95% CI 

0.023 
0.048 
0.081 
0.088 
0.049 
0.080 
0.064 
0.044 
0.029 
0.063 
0.037 
0.052 
0.080 
0.063 
0.072 
0.053 
0.087 
0.085 

Experimental parameters: Cyhnder diameter 3", falling ball diameter 1/4", brass 

falling balls, 100-micron particles in suspension of KI-UCON fluid at 30 vol. "'f 
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Table B.3: Data used in generating Fig. 3.2-(c). 

b/R 
0.000 
0.080 
0.014 
0.155 
0.242 
0.306 
0.344 
0.393 
0.482 
0.533 
0.573 
0.633 
0.680 
0.741 
0.799 
0.847 
0.881 
0.912 

V/VCL 

1.000 
1.010 
0.994 
1.000 
0.997 
0.999 
0.984 
0.983 
0.976 
0.949 
0.943 
0.933 
0.886 
0.861 
0.772 
0.678 
0.632 
0.584 

95% CI 

0.025 
0.020 
0.045 
0.019 
0.017 
0.016 
0.015 
0.028 
0.018 
0.029 
0.026 
0.012 
0.026 
0.018 
0.022 
0.034 
0.033 
0.015 

Pr 

30.50 
30.22 
30.71 
30.48 
30.65 
30.63 
31.12 
31.16 
31.33 
32.11 
32.23 
32.37 
33.85 
34.11 
36.58 
39.28 
39.61 
39.93 

95% CI \ 

0.753 ; 
0.607 
1.382 
0.592 
0.523 
0.482 
0.490 
0.878 
0.579 
0.979 
0.879 
0.411 
0.990 
0.700 
1.053 
1.960 
2.058 
1.006 

Experimental parameters: Cylinder diameter 3". falling ball diameter 1/4", brass 

falling balls, 100-micron particles in suspension of KI-UCON fluid at 50 vol.-%. 
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Larger Sized Particle Experiments 

Attached here are the raw data from experiments made in the larger particle 

suspensions in addition to the data given above. 

Table B.4: Reduced viscosity data used in generating Fig. A.l. 

b/R 
0.000 
0.014 
0.241 
0.344 
0.393 
0.533 

' 0.573 
0.680 
0.741 
0.881 
0.912 

1/32" p/pcL 
1.000 

1.133 

1.155 
1.253 

1.430 

1.489 

95% CI 

0.013 

0.048 

0.076 
0.045 

0.050 

0.128 

1/8" p/pcL 
1.000 
1.150 
1.500 
1.675 
1.700 
1.950 
2.000 
1.900 
1.775 
1.700 

95% CI 

0.080 
0.045 
0.078 
0.051 
0.050 
0.110 
0.062 
0.023 
0.076 
0.109 

Experimental parameters: Cyhnder diameter 3", falhng ball diameter 1/4', brass 

faffing balls, 1/32" suspension in KI-UCON fluid, 1/8" suspension in TBE- Iritoii 

UCON suspending fluid 
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APPENDIX C 

EXTENDED LITERATURE REVIEW AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

FOR SUSPENSION, NEWTONIAN, NON-NEWTONIAN, AND OTHER 

RELATED PAPERS 

C.l Introduction 

The purpose of this literature review is to present papers of a related nature 

in work with suspensions, Newtonian, and non-Newtonian fluids with the goal of 

justifying the basis and reasoning behind the current work and providing contrast with 

previous results. The review is divided into four categories: (1) Suspension papers 

with references relating to waU effects where possible; also included are r(4ereii(('s 

detailing general suspension concepts such as reduced viscosity, fallini; ball use in 

suspensions, and other important effects in suspensions; (2) Newtonian fluid papers 

with emphasis on waU effect corrections for the falling bah experiment and a few-

references dealing with inertial effects; (3)Non-Newotnian fluid papers with particular 

consideration given to recovery of fliud properties from the falling ball experiment and 

wall effects in non-Newtonian fluids; (4) Other papers deahng with associated issues 

such as packing effects for spheres in cylindrical containers. Each paper is presented 

with complete bibliographical data, a short synopsis of the work (similar to a detailed 

abstract), a section of key findings summarizing the relevant results, and a section 

listing authors who have referenced the paper in following works. Each Referenced 

by section is cross-referenced to indicate if and where the papers are reviewd in this 

body. 

Most work in the suspensions field has focused primarily on first calculating the 

reduced viscosity of a suspension a pnon knowing only the geometrical, (on( iMitrat ion, 

and pure fluid properties, and second on shear-induced particle migration. What lit i le 
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work that has been done on wall effects in concentrated suspensions has focused only 

on on-center effects where the radius of the falling ball only is changed. Papers by 

Mondy et al [31, 30] and Milliken et al. [29] present data where R/as is limited to 

the range between 10-100. These are believed to be the only works that focus on wall 

effects in suspensions in the falling ball experiments. 
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Suspension Papers 

Title: Continuum Approximations and Particle Interactions in Concentrated Sus

pensions 

Author(s): L.A. Mondy, A. L. Graham, and J. L. Jensen 

Journal: Journal of Rheology 3Q(b), 1031-1051 (1986) 

Synopsis: On center falling ball experiments in suspensions with the specific aim 

of determining wall effects. Suspension of ^5=0.318 cm at 0.0 < 0 < 0.45'A (10, 20, 

30, 45 %); steel falling balls in the range d/=0.238, 0.318, 0.635, 0.953, 1.270, 1.905, 

2.540, 3.810 cm; 0 = 0, 20, 45 % tested in columns with Dcyi = 6.4, 9.5, 11.4. 14.G 

cm; (() = 10, 30 % tested in column with Dcyi = 14.6 cm. 

Key Findings: When computing average velocity, the fall length was adjusted 

to compensate for data scatter when 0 increased and / or df approached dg. Three 

averaging methods for determining 77500̂  1) K vs. 1/D^yi, 2) dPf/Vt vs. df/Dcyi. 3) 

Vt^pure/Vt^suspension VS. df/Dcyh Each is Said to have produced similar 77̂00 (appar

ent suspension viscosity with wall effects removed). Wall effects for 0 < 30.0% are 

essentially Newtonian for all ranges of df/dg and df/Dcyi. For 0 = 45.0 %, wall 

effects are Newtonian until df/dg = 4.0. Above that, to the experimental limit of 

df/Dcyi of 12.0, rir increases with apparent 'quadratic' functionality. These wall et 

fects are found using method three and are not derived from an 'extrapolated' wall 

effect limit. This method allowed correlation of the wall effects. The use of meiiujds 

1 and 2 showed that the suspension viscosities (free from wall effects, shear in(luc(Hl 

migration, and other measurement difficulties present in suspension rheology) agree 

with Thomas's data. WaU effects were found to correlate with df/Dcyi and not df/dg 

lending creedance to continuum theories. 

Referenced by^: 

^References current as of January 2001. Papers are listed by date in reverse from current to Wr^ 
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Kenny, T.A., McLaughhn, J.B., Bubble motion in a three-phase liquid fluidized 
bed. Chem. Eng. Comm. 172, 171-188, (1999). 

Abbott, J.R., Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A., Brenner, H., Dispersion of a ball 
settling through a quiescent neutrally buoyant suspension. J. Fluid Mech., 
361, 309-331, (1998). 

Fan, X.J., PhanThien, N., Zheng, R., Completed double boundary layer element 
method for periodic suspensions. Z. Angewandte Mathematik und Physik. 
49(2), 166-193, (1998). 

Mondy, L.A., Tetlow, N., Graham, A.L., Abbott, J.R., Brenner, H., The pressure 
drop created by a ball setthng in a quiescent suspension of comparably sized 
spheres. J. Fluid Mech., 353, 31-41, (1997). 

Ralambotiana, T., Blanc, R., Chaouche, M., Viscosity scaling in suspensions of 
non-Brownian rodlike particles. Phys. Fluids, 9(12), 3588-3594, (1997). 

Valko, P., Economides, M.J., Foam-proppant transport. SPE Production & Fa
cilities, 12(4), 244-249, (1997). 

Amlog, Y., Brenner, H., Non-continuum anomalies in the apparent viscosity ex
perienced by a test sphere moving through and otherwise quiescent suspension 
. Phys. Fluids, 9(1), 16-22, (1997). 

Mor, R., Gottlieb, M., Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A., Viscosity of concentrated 
suspensions of sphere/rod mixtures. Chem. Eng. Comm., 150, 421 430, 
(1996). 

Davis, R.H., Hydrodynamic diffusion of suspended particles: .'\ symposium. J. 
Fluid Mech., 310, 325-335, (1996). 

GueU, D.C., Graham, A.L., Improved mechanical properties in hydrodynamic allv 
aligned, short-fiber composite materials. J. Composite Materials, 30(1), 2-12, 
(1996). 

Sinton, S.W., Chow, A.W., Iwamiya, J.H., NMR Imaging as a new tool for rheol
ogy. Macromolecular Symposia, 86, 299-309, (1994). 

^ Ilic, v. , PhanThien, N., Viscosity of concentrated suspensions of spheres. Rheo. 
Acta, 33(4), 283-291, (1994).2'3 

•̂ A ^ in the Referenced by section indicates that this paper is included elsewhere in the Liter 
ature Review. 

^Section C, page 41 
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Davis, R.H., Microhydrodynamics of particulate suspensions. Adc in Colloid and 
Interface Science, 43(1), 17-50, (1993). 

Chow, A.W., Sinton, S.W., Iwamiya, J.H., Direct observations of particle mi-
crostructre in concentrated suspensions during the falling-ball experiment. J. 
Rheo., 37(1), 1-16, (1993). 

Davis, R.H., Effects of surface-roughness on a sphere sedimenting through a 
dilute suspension of neutrally buoyant spheres. Phys. Fluids A - Fluid Dy
namics, 4(12), 2607-2619, (1992).^ 

Davis, R.H., Hill, N.A., Hydrodynamic diffusion of a sphere sedimenting through 
a dilute suspension of neutrally buoyant spheres. J. Fluid Mech., 236, 513-
533, (1992).^ 

Mondy, L.A., Ingber, M.S., Dingman, S.E., Boundary element simulations of a 
ball falling through quiescent suspensions. J. Rheo., 35(5), 825-848, (1991). 

Powell, R.L., Rheology of suspensions of rodlike particles. J. Stat. Phys.. 62(5-6), 
1073-1094, (1991). 

Mondy, L.A., Morrison, T.G., Graham, A.L., PoweU, R.L., Measurements of the 
viscosities of suspensions of oriented rods using falling ball rheometry. Int. J. 
Multi-phase Flow, 16(4), 651-662, (1990). 

^ Brenner, H., Graham, A.L., Abbott, J.R., Mondy, L.A., Theoretical basis for 
falling-ball rheometry in suspensions of neutrally buoyant spheres. Int. J. 
Multi-phase Flow, 16(4), 579-596, (1990).^ 

Hou, L., Lanni, F., Lubyphelps, K., Tracer diffusion in F-ac tin and ficoU ini.xtures: 
Towards a model for cytoplasm. Biophysical Journal, 58(1), 31 43, (1990). 

^ Milliken, W.J., Mondy, L.A., Gottlieb, M., Graham, A.L., PoweU, R.L., The 
effect of the diameter of falling balls on the apparent viscosity of suspensions 
of spheres and rods. Physicochemical Hydro., 11(3), 341-355, (1989).^ 

^ PoweU, R.L., Mondy, L.A., Stoker, G.G., MiUiken, W.J., Graham, A.L., De
velopment of a falling ball rheometer with applications to opaque systtnns: 
Measurements of the rheology of suspensions of rods. J. Rheo., 33(7), 117.3 
1188, (1989).^ 

'^Section C, page 38 
^Section C, page 39 
^Section C, page 37 
^Section C, page 35 
^Section C, page 38 
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^ Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A.., Miller, J.D., Wagner, N.J., Cook, \\'..A., Numerical 
simulations of eccentricity and end effects in falling ball rheometry. J. Rheo.. 
33(7), 1107-1128, (1989).^ 

Milliken, W.J., Gottlieb, M., Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A., PoweU, R.L.. The 
viscosity volume fraction relation for suspensions of rod-like particles 1)>- falling 
baU rheometry. J. Fluid Mech., 202, 217-232, (1989). 

Ingber, M.S., Numerical-simulation of the hydrodynamic interaction between a 
sedimenting particle and a neutrally buoyant particle. Int. J. Num. Methods 
in Fluids, 9(3), 263-273, (1989). 

Brady, J.F., Durlofsky, L.J., The sedimentation-rate of disordered suspensions. 
Phys. Fluids, 31(4), 717-727, (1988). 

Mondy, L.A., Graham, A.L., Stroeve, P., Majumdar, A., Effects of particle sur
face roughness on particle interactions in concentrated suspensions. .AIChE 
Journal, 33(5), 862-866, (1987). 

Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A., Gottlieb, M., PoweU, R.L., Rheological behavior of a 
suspension of randomly oriented rods. Applied Phys. Letters, 50(3), 127 129, 
(1987). 

Title: Microrheological Observations on the Onset of Non-Newtonian Behavior 

in Suspensions 

Authors: L. A. Mondy, A. L. Graham, and M. Gottlieb 

Journal: Xth International Congress on Rheology, Sydney, 1988 

Synopsis: Falling ball and capiUary rheometers were used to correlate rheological 

behavior at various particle concentrations, packing fractions, and geometric ratios. 

dg = 0.32, 0.64, 1.27 cm; Dcyi ranged from 3.8 to 14.6 cm; df ranged from 0.06 t 

3.81 cm. Capillary rheometry accomplished in a pipe with a stopper. 

Key Findings: For 0 < 30 %, there are no deviations from expected Newt( 

nian behavior in the falhng ball experiment. For more concentrated suspensioi 

as the ratio df/dg falls below 0.75, the reduced viscosity drops off monotonicalh 

o 

IS. 

'Section C, page 46 
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Above that ratio, the relative viscosity is constant up to df/dg = 50. No falling ball 

data is available above that point. There is also a marked increase in wall effecs as 

Dcyi/df becomes less than 10 in concentrated suspensions. The measured viscosity 

of a suspension shows a large dependence on Dcyi/dg. As this ratio falls below 4, the 

measured viscosity of the suspensions increases towards infinity; on the other hand, 

if Dcyi/dg is > 46, the measured viscosity is independent of the cylinder size and ap

pears to be that as measured in shear flows. However, between these two limits, the 

measured viscosity actually decreases. Viscosity minimizations are also apparent in 

the capillary rheometers. Such behavior has been reported for lower concentrations 

as well. 

Referenced by: 

(As this paper is a conference proceedings and not listed in scisearch's database, 

no references can be determined). 

Title: The Effect of the Diameter of Falling Balls on the Apparent Viscosit\- of 

Spheres and Rods 

Authors: W. J. MiUiken, L. A. Mondy, M. Gottlieb, A. L. Graham, and R. L. 

Powell 

Journal: Physico Chemical Hydrodynamics, 11(3), 341-355 (1989). 

Synopsis: Suspensions of spheres and rods are tested using faUing ball rheometr\-

to obtain the effective suspension viscosity as a function of concentration (0) and 

falling-baU diameter {d) ratioed to the diameter of the suspended spheres {dg — 3.175 

mm, 6.35 mm, and 12.70 mm) and a characteristic length scale for the rods (diameter 

dr = 1.596 mm, length L = 31.65 mm). Falling balls are of eleven different nominal 

diameters in the range 1.588mm < d < 19.05mm. Tests were carried out in cvlindcns 

146 mm in diameter. 
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Key Findings: The apparent viscosity of suspensions of spheres for 0.55 < o is 

found to be independent of the ratio d/dg in the range 1.0 < d/dg < 6.0. For the 

highest concentrations, 0 = 0.50, 0.55 , however, the apparent viscosity decreases 

dramatically as d/dg decreases below ~0.8. In contrast, for 0 = 0.25, the apparent 

viscosity shows no decrease for ratios of d/dg down to 0.25, the lowest tested value. 

In suspensions of rods of diameter 1.596 mm and aspect ratio 19.83, the appar

ent viscosity shows similar behavior in that the apparent viscosity is independent of 

d/dr for d/dr > 6.0. A similar decrease in the apparent viscosity is observed for a 

great range of concentrations, 0.0025 < 0 < 0.175, for d/dr < 6.0. A characteristic 

dimension for each experiment, dg in the sphere suspensions and approximately 0.3 A. 

for the rod suspensions, is defined to collapse the data. 

Referenced by (selected): 

^ Nicolai, H., Peysson, Y., GuazzeUi, E, Velocity Fluctuations of a Heavy Spheri; 
FaUing Through a Sedimenting Suspension. Phys. Fluids, 8 (4), 855-862 
(1996).10 

^ Davis, R.H., Effects of surface-roughness on a sphere sedimenting through a di
lute suspension of neutrally buoyant spheres. Phys. Fluids A~Fluid Dynamics, 
4(12), 2607-2619, (1992).^^ 

^ Davis, R.H., Hill, N.A., Hydrodynamic diffusion of a sphere sedimenting through 
a dilute suspension of neutrally buoyant spheres. J. Fluid Mech.. 236, 513 
533, (1992).12 

Mondy, L.A., Ingber, M.S., Dingman, S.E., Boundary Element Method Simu
lations of a BaU FaUing Through Quiescent Suspensions. J. Rheo., 35(5), 
825-848 (1991). 

^ Brenner, H., Graham, A.L., Abbott, J.R., Mondy, L.A., Theoretical basis for 
falhng-ball rheometry in suspensions of neutrally buoyant spheres. Ir)f I 
Multi-phase Flow, 16(4), 579-596, (1990).i3 

^"Section C, page 40 
^^Section C, page 38 
^̂  Section C, page 39 
^^Section C, page 37 
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Title: Theoretical Basis for Falling-Ball Rheometry in Suspensions of Neutrall>' 

Buoyant Spheres 

Authors: H. Brenner, A. L. Graham, J. R. Abbott, and L. A. Mondy 

Jou rna l : International Journal of Multiphase Flow, 16(4), 579-596 (1990). 

Synopsis: The effective viscosity // of a dilute suspension of neutrally buoyant, 

polydisperse, rigid spheres of macroscopic (non-colloidal) size distributed randomly 

through a Newtonian liquid (of viscosity p) is derived theoretically. The result is 

derived via two, independent schemes: i) from the properties of the fundamental 

Stokeslet solution viewed at the suspension scale; and ii) from the settling velocity 

of a single, non-neutrally buoyant falling ball instantaneously settling through the 

unbounded suspension. Also studied are wall effects for the special case in which the 

ball is centered in a hollow sphere of radius ro which bounds the suspension externally. 

Key Findings: To terms of leading order, both methods yield the classical Km 

stein result: /i = /i,o(l + §0) where 0 is the volume concentration of the particles in 

suspension. This result is apparently independent of the ratio of the radius of the 

faUing ball, 6, to a characteristic length of the suspended particle, c, as well as tlie 

size distribution of the spheres. Existing wall effect corrections for Newtonian liquids 

apply in the special, hollow sphere case when b/ro <C 1 and c/ro <C 1 if the viscositv 

is taken as p = po{l -\- | 0 ) . This theoretical musing suggests that the apparent vis

cosity of suspensions can be measured experimentally using conventional c\'lin(lrh al 

containers and existing Newtonian wall effect corrections. 

Referenced by (selected): 

^ Nicolai, H., Peysson, Y., GuazzeUi, E, Velocity Fluctuations of a H(\ivv Sphere 
FaUing Through a Sedimenting Suspension. Phys. Fluids, 8 (4), s55-iS()2 
(1996).!'* 

' 'Section C, page 40 
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^ Davis, R.H., HiU, N.A., Hydrodynamic diffusion of a sphere sedimenting through 
a dilute suspension of neutrally buoyant spheres. J. Fluid Mech.. 236, 513-
533, (1992).1^ 

Mondy, L.A., Ingber, M.S., Dingman, S.E., Boundary Element Method Simu
lations of a Ball Falling Through Quiescent Suspensions. J. Rheo., 35(5), 
825-848 (1991). 

Title: Development of a Falling BaU Rheometer with Applications to Opaque 

Systems: Measurements of the Rheology of Suspensions of Rods 

Authors: R. L. PoweU, L. A. Mondy, G. G. Stoker, W. J. Milliken, and A. L 

Graham 

Journal: Journal of Rheology, 33(7), 1173-1188 (1989). 

Synopsis: The time of flight for a metallic ball falling through an opaque sus

pension is measured using a new technique involving magnetic eddy currents. 

Key Findings: The position of the faUing baU, when it nears one of the wnv 

bands, is accurate to within ~ 1.5% error. 

Referenced by (selected): 

^ Nicolai, H., Peysson, Y., GuazzeUi, E, Velocity Fluctuations of a H(>av\ Splu re 
Falling Through a Sedimenting Suspension. Phys. Fluids, 8(4), .̂ 55-.st,_> 
(1996).16 

Zheng, R., Phan-Thien, N., Ilic, V., Falling Needle Rheometry for General Vis
coelastic Fluids. J. Fluids Eng. Trans. ASME, 116(3), 619 624 (1994). 

Title: Effects of Surface Roughness on a Sphere Sedimenting Through a Dilute 

Suspension of Neutrally Buoyant Spheres. 

Author: R. H. Davis 

^^Section C, page 39 
^^Section C, page 40 
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Journal: Physics of Fluids A, 4(12), 2607-2619 (1992). 

Synopsis: The influence of microscopic surface roughness on the statistical mo

tion of a heavy sphere falling through a dUute suspension of neutrally buoyant spheres 

is analyzed for conditions of low Reynolds number and high Peclet number. Two mod

els are developed and compared: (i) roU/shp (based on sohd contact friction) and (ii) 

stick/slip (based on rigid body rotation). A trajectory analysis is used to describe 

pairwise interactions and their contributions to the mean velocity veloc it\- variance, 

and hydrodynamic diffusivity of the heavy sphere as it undergoes a fluctuating motion 

due to interactions with the background spheres. 

Key Findings: The horizontal component of the hydrodynamic diffusi\it>- be

comes non-zero as a direct result of surface roughness and contact. The effects of 

surfacr roughness on the vertical components of the diffusivity, mean velocity, and 

velocity variance are relatively smaU when the heavy and background spheres are 

of nearly equal size, but the effects of surface roughness are large for disparate size 

ratios. The limited experimental data show better agreement with t he roll/slip model 

than with the stick/rotate model. When the falling ball to suspened part it le ratio 

increases by an order of magnitude from 1 to 10, the vertical variance fac tor changes 

3 orders of magnitude (from 10"^ to 10°) and the horizontal variance factor chan<;(-s 

3 orders of magnitude (from 10""̂  to 10"^). 

Referenced by (selected): 

Wilson, H.J., Davis, R.H., The Viscosity of a Dilute Suspension of Rough Spheres. 
J. Fluid Mech., 421, 339-367 (2000). 

Title: Hydrodynamic Diffusion of a Sphere Sedimenting Through a Dilute Sus

pension of Neutrally Buoyant Spheres 
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Authors: R. H. Davis and N. A. HiU 

Journal: Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 236, 513-533 (1992). 

Synopsis: Expansion of the above work to include the limiting cases when the 

falling baU is much larger than the suspended particle and much smaller than the 

suspended particle. Analysis is also conducted using volume integrals. 

Key Findings: No significant differences than those presented above. 

Referenced by: None different than above. 

Title: Velocity Fluctuations of a Heavy Sphere FaUing Through a Sedimenting 

Suspension 

Authors: H. Nicolai, Y. Peysson, E. GuazzeUi 

Journal: Physics of Fluids, 8(4), 855-862 (1996). 

Synopsis: The motion of a test sphere falling through an otherwise monodisperse 

suspension of difference settling velocity was examined experimentally. Marked test 

spheres of different sizes and desnities were tracked in a monodisperse suspension 

of unmarked glass spheres, made optically transparent by matching the refractive 

indicies of the fluid and sedimenting glass particles. The ratio Rg between tlu^ .Stokes 

velocity of the dense test sphere and that of an isolated test sphere was varied bet ween 

1 and 13 while the particle volume fraction was kept constant at 20 vol.-%. lest 

spheres are of radius 394 ± 17 pm and had a Stokes' velocity in the pure fluid 

(isolated from any interactions) of 0.037 ± 0.005 cm/sec. Revnolds number f(.i the 

sphere is smaller than 10"^ and Peclet number is very large. 

Key Findings: Statistical analyses of the velocities of the test sphere vield the 

mean settling velocities, the velocity fluctuations, and the velocity autocorrelation 

functions. The long time motion of the test sphere is shown to be diffusive^ in nat ui t\ 

Correlation times and self-diffusivities are measured as a function of Rg. .\ c hange in 
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the behavior of the motion of the test particle is observed for Rg > D. 

Referenced by (selected): 

Abbott, J.R., Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A., Brenner, H., Dispersion of a Ball 
Settling Through a Quiescent Neutrally Buoyant Suspension. ./. Fluid .Mech., 
361, 303-331 (1998). 

Title: Viscosity of Concentrated Suspensions of Spheres 

Authors: V. Ilic and N. Phan-Thien 

Journal: Rheologica Acta, 33, 283-291 (1994). 

Synopsis: A falling needle apparatus was used to measure the relative viscosit\-

of suspensions of spheres. Initial results were obtained using radiographic techniques, 

but results compare favorably when using a more convenient technique involving 

inductance detection. ̂ ^ 

Key Findings: Results in the falling needle compare with previously published 

data for suspended particle concentration 0 < 40 vol.-%. 

Referenced by (selected): 

Nhan, P.T., Constitutive Equation for Concentrated Suspensions in Newtonian 
Liquids. J. Rheo., 39(4), 679-695 (1995). 

Title: Transport Characteristics of Suspension: VIII. A Note on the Viscositv of 

Newtonian Suspensions of Uniform Spherical Particles 

Author: D. G. Thomas 

Journal: Journal of Colloid Science, 20, 267-277 (1965). 

Synopsis: Data for the reduced viscosity of suspensions as a function of sus 

•̂̂ See Powell et al., Section C, page 38 for another application of a similar t(Hhnique. 
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pended particle volume fraction, 0, was collected from ~32 sources and compiled into 

one plot. 

Key Findings: By coUapsing data using information about the absolute size of 

the suspended particles, a unique 0 vs. pr curve was generated and fit using a powder-

series polynomial. The leading order term, sufficient to describe 0 < 0.25 is identical 

to the classical Einstein result. 

Referenced by (selected): 

Liu, D.M., Particle Packing and Rheological Property of Highly- Concentrated 
Ceramic Suspensions: Phi(m) Determination and Viscosity Prediction. / 
Mat. Sci., 35(21), 5503-5507 (2000). 

Zhdanov, V.G., Starov, V.M., Determination of the Effective Viscosity of Con
centrated Suspensions. Colloid J., 60(6), 713-716 (1998). 

Poletto, M., Joseph, D.D., Effective Density and Viscosity of a Suspension. ,/. 
Rheo., 39(2), 323-343 (1995). 

Tiovakka, M., Eklund, D., Bousfield, D.W., Prediction of Suspension \'isc ot4astic-
ity Through Particle Motion Modeling. J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech., 56( 1), 
49-64 (1995). 

^ Ilic, v. , PhanThien, N., Viscosity of concentrated suspensions of spheres. Rheo 
Acta, 33(4), 283-291, (1994).^^ 

Tsai, S.C, Botts, D., Plouff, J., Effects of Particle Properties on the RhcM)lo,i;v of 
Concentrated Noncolloidal Suspensions. J. Rheo.. 36(7), 1291-1305 (1992). 

t Milliken, W.J., Mondy, L.A., Gottlieb, M., Graham, A.L., PoweU, R.L., The 1.1 
feet of the Diameter of FaUing Balls on the Apparent Viscosity of Suspcnisions 
of Spheres and Rods. Physico Chemical Hydro., 11(3), 341-355 (19^9).^^ 

Sengun, M.Z., Probstein, R.F., High-Shear-Limit Viscosity and the .MaMinum 
Packing Fraction in Concentrated Monomodal Suspensions. PhijsieoChenueid 
Hydrodynamics, 11(2), 229-241 (1989). 

Milliken, W.J., Gottlieb, M., Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A., PoweU, R.L., The vis-

^^Section C, page 41 
^^Section C, page 35 
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cosity volume fraction relation for suspensions of rod-like particles by falling-
baU rheometry. J. Fluid Mech., 202, 217-232, (1989). 

^ Mondy, L.A., Graham, A.L., Jensen, J.L., Continuum Approximations and Par
ticle Interactions in Concentrated Suspensions. J. Rheo., 30(5), 1031-1051 
(1986).20 

Graham, A.L., On the Viscosity of Suspensions of Solid Spheres. .4pp. Sci. Res.. 
37(3-4), 275-286 (1981). 

Title: Rheology of Monodisperse Lattices 

Author: I. M. Krieger 

Journal: Advances in Colloid and Interface Science, 3, 111-136 (1972). 

Synopsis: Viscosity - concentration relationship is developed for colloidal sus

pensions and dispersions. 

Key Findings: The main results is: 

where r]r is the reduced viscosity, 0 is the particle volume fraction in suspensir-n, p 

is the maximum packing for the particular geometry and size distribution in question, 

and [rj] is the intrinsic viscosity of the suspension, defined as: 

lim(r/, - l ) /0 . (C2) 
(f>—'0 

Referenced by (selected): 

^°Section C, page 31 
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See, H., Jiang, P., Phan-Thien, N., Concentration Dependence of the Linear V'is-
coselastic Properties of Particle Suspensions. Rheo. Acta, 39(2), 131-137 
(2000). 

Phan-Thien, N., Fan, X.J., Khoo, B.C., A new Constitutive Model for Monodis-
persed Suspensions of Spheres at High Concentrations. Rheo. Acta, 38(4). 
257-267 (1999). 

Dilodeau, R.R., Bousfield, D.W., Shear-Thinning Predictions from Particle Mo
tion Modeling. J. Rheo., 42(4), 743-764 (1998). 

Nhan, P.T., Constitutive Equation for Concentrated Suspensions in Newtonian 
Liquids. J Rheo., 39(4), 679-695 (1995). 

^ Ilic, v . , PhanThien, N., Viscosity of concentrated suspensions of spheres. Rheo. 
Acta, 33(4), 283-291, (1994).2i 

^ Probstein, R.F., Sengun, M.Z., Tseng, T-C, Bimodal Model of Concentrated 
Suspension Viscosity for Distributed Particle Sizes. J. Rheo., 38(4), 811 829 
(1994).22 

Chang, C.Y., PoweU, R.L., Effect of Particle-Size Distributions on the Rheology 
of Concentrated Bimodal Suspensions. J. Rheo., 38(1), 85-98, (1994). 

Miyashita, T., Senna, M., Development of Taylor Vorticies in a Conccnitrated 
Suspension Comprising Monodispersed Microspheres. J. Colloid & Int. Sei., 
155(2), 290-296 (1993). 

Russel, W.B., Review of the Role of Colloidal Forces in the Rheology of Susi)en-
sions. J. Rheo., 24(3), 287-317 (1980). 

Title: Bimodal Model of Concentrated Suspension Viscosity for Distribut(Hl Par

ticle Sizes 

Authors: R. F. Probstein, M. Z. Sengun, and T-C. Tseng 

Journal: Journal of Rheology, 38(4), 811-829 (1994). 

Synopsis: A polydisperse suspension with a particle size distribution from sub-

micrometer to hundred of micrometers is treated as bimodal and assumed to l)e made 

^^Section C, page 41 
^^Section C, page 44 
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up of a coarse, non-colloidal fraction and a coUoidal, fines fraction. According to the 

model, the fines fraction imparts all of the non-Newtonian behavior and beha\es in

dependently of the coarse fraction. The coarse fraction is solely responsible for the 

rise in the effective viscosity of the suspension due to hydrodynamic interactions. 

Key Findings: When the particle microstructure is random, the contribution to 

the viscosity by the generally polymodal coarse fraction is characterized by lubrication 

concepts with the maximum packing fraction 0^ as the scahng parameter. It is found 

that (prn is equal to the dry random packing fraction dvided by a filler dilatency factor 

of 1.19. The bimodal model and lubrication concenpts have also been successfully 

applied to bidisperse suspensions with a very large particle size ratio. An inverse 

procedure is described that makes use of the results from viscosity and dry random 

pracking measurements to divide a continuous size distribution into a colloidal and a 

non-colloidal fraction. 

Referenced by: none 
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Newtonian Fluids: Falling-Ball Wall-Corrections 

Title: Numerical Simulations of Eccentricity and End Effects in Falling Ball 

Rheometry 

Authors: A. L. Graham, L. A. Mondy, J. D. Miller, N. J. Wagner, and W .\. 

Cook 

Journal: Journal of Rheology, 33(7), 1107-1128 (1989). 

Synopsis: Combined numerical and experimental paper comparing theory to 

physical experiments and simulations for falling-ball experiments. Predictions made 

for variations in af/R, b/R, and z/R using finite element calculations which are then 

compared to experiments and theory. On- center data is for the range 0 < af/R < 0.5; 

end effects are calculated for af/R = 0.0356 and af/R = 0.238 for z/R -^ 0 from 

an initial value of z/R = 1 (z being the distance from the center of the sphere to 

the bottom of the cylinder); variations in b/R for 0.01 < af/R < 0.5 in the range 

0 < b/R < 0.55 (depending on sphere size; the larger spheres can not be placed as 

close to the cylinder wall). 

Key Findings: The correction for on-center spheres presented by Bohlin agrec ŝ 

very weU for the af/R range used in this experiment, except at \hv highest sphere size 

{of/R = 0.5). Haberman's correction was not used in comparision. These theoretical 

corrections, even when developed in cylinders of infinite length, adequately describe 

physical situations. 

Reflection solutions (which assume Of/R -^ 0) for balls approaching the bottom 

of a cylinder do not adequately predict physical behavior. Neglecting the bottom 

boundary for z/R > 1 appears to be valid at least up to af/R = 0.238. The on-

center work described above does show good correlation for spheres at positions in 

the cylinder z/R > 2 (99.9% of the terminal velocity is maintained until at least this 

point). 
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For off-center balls of moderate size {af/R < .2) the effect of eccentric position is 

smaU (< 2%) compared to the correction necessary to take into account the primary 

effect of the cylinder walls on a baU faUing on-center. The drag for all balls is min

imized at b/R « 0.4. Replacing the first term in Bohlin's correction with f{b/R) is 

an adequate correction for the data taken here. 

Referenced by: 

Hartholt, G.P., Hoffmann, A.C., Janssen, L.P.B.M., Hoogstraten, H.W., Moes, 
J.H., Finite-Element Calculations of Flow Past a Spherical Bubble Rising on 
the Axis of a Cylindrical Tube. Z. F. Ang. Mathematik und Phys., 45 (5), 
733-745 (1994). 

Tullock, D.L., Phan-Thien, A.L., Graham, A.L., Boundary Element Simulations 
of spheres Setthng in Circular, Square, and Triangular Conduits. Rheo. Acta. 
31(2), 139-150 (1992). 

^ Zheng, G.H., PoweU, R.L., Stroeve, P., Setthng Velocity of a Sphere Falling 
Between 2 Concentric Cyhnders Filled with a Viscous-Fluid. Ind. & Eng. 
Chemistry Research, 31(5), 1366-1372 (1992).23 

Gelbard, F., Mondy, L.A., Ohrt, S.E., A New Method for Determining Hydrody
namics Effects on the Collision of 2 Spheres. J. Stat. Phys., 62(5-6), 945 900 
(1991). 

Vincent, J., Phan-Thien, N., Tran-Cong, T., Sedimentation of Multiple Partic Ics 
of Arbitrary Shape. J. Rheo., 35(1), 1-27 (1991). 

Ingber, M.S., Dynamic Simulation of the Hydrodynamic Interaction .\mong Im
mersed Particles in Stokes-Flow. Int. J. Numerical Methods in Fluids, 10(7), 
791-809 (1990). 

Title: Translation and Rotation of Spheres Settling in Square and Circular Con

duits: Experiments and Numerical Predictions 

Authors: V. Ilic, D. Tullock, N. Phan-Thien, and A. L. Graham 

23 Section C, page 55 
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Journal: International Journal of Multiphase Flow, 18 no. 6, 1061-1075 (1992). 

Synopsis: Boundary element simulations coupled with physical experiments in 

square and circular conduits to determine effectiveness of published correction factors 

for changes in ball size and proximity to walls for both terminal velocities and rotation 

rates. In square conduits, data was obtained for the range 0 < d/2L < 0.9; circular 

cylinder data in the range 0 < af/R < 0.797604; eccentric data in the range 0 < 

b/R < 0.9 (0.5 for the larger spheres). Angular rotation data was also taken for a 

smaU range oi Of/R and b/R values. 

Key Findings: The correction of Coutanceau best fit the range of data for 

balls settling in square conduits. The simple correction of Happel and Bart worked 

weU until d/2L surpassed ~ 0.25. The correction provided by Happel and Brenner 

(1986) work very weU for smaU(a//ii! < 0.107) balls. Larger balls require further 

corrections. Rotation rates between experiments and numerical simulations compare 

well; no correction is offered in this paper. 

Referenced by: 

Nitsche, J.M., On Brownian Dynamics with Hydrodynamic Wall Effects .\ Prob
lem in Diffusion Near a Fiber, and the Meaning of the No-Flux Boanclny 
Condition. Chem. Eng. Comm., 150, 623-651 (1996). 

Uhlherr, P.H.T., Chhabra, R.P., WaU Effect for the FaU of Spheres in C\ lindrical-
Tubes at High Reynolds-Number. Canadian J. Chem. Eng., 73(6), 9bs 92'̂  
(1995). 

Nitsche, J.M., Balgi, G., Hindered Brownian Diffusion of Spherical Solutes within 
Circular Cyhndrical Pores. Ind. & Eng. Chemistry Research, 33(9), 2212 
2247 (1994). 

Title: Resistance Functions for Spherical Particles, Droplets, and Bubbles m 

Cyhndrical Tubes 
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Authors: J. J. L. Higdon and G. P. Muldowney 

Journal: Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 298, 193-210 (1995). 

Synopsis: Resistance functions are calculated using numerical simulations for 

arbitrarily sized and positioned particles in cylindrical tubes in each of the three 

Cartesian coordinate directions. The resistance functions are valid for all particle 

positions 0 < b/{R - a) < I for aU particle sizes in the range 0 < a/R < 0.9. 

Key Findings: Method presented includes summations of some 10-12 quantitic\s 

and coefficients, depending on the geometry used. This correction method, li()\\<'\' i 

is quite versatile and can be automated easily. It also provides drag correction in 

each of the settling, tangential, and perpendicular directions for the sphere. 

Referenced by (selected): 

Muldowney, G.P., Higdon, J.J.L., A Spectral Boundary-Element Approac h to A 
Dimensional Stokes-Flow. J. Fluid Mech., 298, 167-192 (1995). 

Title: A Relationship for the Wall Effect on the Settling Velocity of a Splu u at 

Any Flow Regime 

Author: R. Di Felice 

Journal: International Journal of Multiphase Flow, 22 no. 3, 527-533 (199t)). 

Synopsis: WaU effect for a baU falling on-center in cylindrical tubes at K(MIO1<IS 

numbers in the range 0 < i?e < 10,000 and baU sizes in the range 0 < a R < 0.6. 

Key Findings: Correction factor of the form: 

where A = af/R, and a is deterimned from 
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Ut /̂  1 - A ^'^ ,, 



— - = 0.65/?e?-^^ (C 4 
a - 0 . 8 5 ^ ^ ^ 

for the entire range of Re. Other correlations for a are given for greater accuracy 

in several ffow regimes. 

Referenced by (selected): 

Kehlenbeck, R., DiFelice, R., Empirical Relationships for the Terminal Settling 
Velocity of a Spherical Particle in a Cylindrical Column. Chem. Eng. & Tech., 
22(4), 303-308 (1999). 
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of a Foreign Particle in a Suspension. Chem. Eng. Sci., 53(2), 371-375 (199N). 

Title: Experimental Determination of the Wall Effect for Spheres Falling .\.xialh' 

in Cylindrical Vessels 

Authors: V. Fidleris and R. L. Whitmore 

Journal: British Journal of Applied Physics, 12, 490-494 (1961). 

Synopsis: Experiments performed in Newtonian liquids to determine wall effec ts 

for spheres falling on-center in cylindrical tubes. Correction found to be valid for 

Ox Re< 10^ and 0 < a/R < 0.6. 

Key Findings: Munroe's correction shows best agreement in the range 1000 < 

Re < 3000: 
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v/voo = 1 - {d/DY'^ (C.5) 

Newton's correction is most rehable for Re -^ 10000: 

V _{D'-S)^{D^-{d'/2)] 
^ D^ ^^''^ 

but does not do weU for d/D > 0.3. 

The empirical equation of Francis is shghtly better than that given by Faxen in 

the creeping-flow regime: 

V 

for 0.05 < d/D < 0.6. 

Referenced by (selected): 

{̂r 
1 - {d/D) \ 

-0.475{d/D)j 
(C.7) 
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(1995). 

^ Ilic, v. , Tullock, D., Phan-Thien, N.. Graham, A.L., Translation and Rota
tion of Spheres Setthng in Square, and Circular Conduits: Experiments and 
Numerical Predictions. Int. J. Multiphase Flow, 18(6), 1061-1075 (1992).25 
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istry Research, 31(5), 1366-1372 (1992). 

Unnikrishnan, A., Chhabra, R.P., An Experimental-Study of Motion of Cylinders 
in Newtonian Fluids: WaU Effects and Drag Coefficient. Canadian J. Chem. 
Eng., 69(3), 729-735 (1991). 

^ Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A., Miller, J.D., Wagner, N.J., Cook, W.A., Numerical 
simulations of eccentricity and end effects in falling ball rhcHnnetr\-. J. Rheo., 
33(7), 1107-1128, (1989).26 

Title: Stokes Wall Effects for Particles Moving Near Cyhndrical Boundaric^s 

Authors: A. Falade and H. Brenner 

Jounral: Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 154, 145-162 (1985). 

Synopsis: Theoretical calculation of the resistance to motion for a point-partic le 

very near the wall of a circular cylinder. 

Key Findings: Corrections reported for point-particles in the range 0.9 <b/R< 

0.99. 

Referenced by (selected): 

^ Higdon, J.J.L., Muldowney, G.P., Resistance Functions for Spherical- Particles, 
Droplets, and Bubbles in Cylindrical Tubes. J. Fluid Mech., 298, 193 210 
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(1995) 27 

Zheng, G-H., PoweU, R.L., Stroeve, P., Settling Velocity of a Sphere Falhng Be
tween Two Concentric Cyhnders Filled with a Viscous-Fluid. Ind. & Eng. 
Chem. Res., 31(5), 1366-1372 (1992). 
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WaU. J. Phys. Soc. Japan, 60(2), 349-351 (1991). 

Title: First- and Second-Order Wall Effects Upon the Slow Viscous Asymmetric 

Motion of an Aribtrarily-Shaped, -Positioned, and -Oriented Particle Within 

a Circular Cyhnder 

Authors: B. R. Hirschfeld, H. Brenner, and A. Falade 

Journal: PhyiscoChemical Hydrodynamics, 5 no. 2, 99-133 (1984). 

Synopsis: Theoretical calculation of the resistance to motion for an arbirtaril>-

sized -shaped and -positioned particle translating or rotating in an infinitely lout; 

circular cylinder. 

Key Findings: Corrections presented for particles settling in cylinders. 

Referenced by (selected): 

^ Higdon, J.J.L., Muldowney, G.P., Resistance Functions for Spherical- Partu l(>s. 
Droplets, and Bubbles in Cyhndrical Tubes. J. Fluid Mech., 298, 193-210 
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31(2), 139-150 (1992). 
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Ingber, M.S., Dynamic Simulation of the Hydrodynamic Interaction Among Im
mersed Particles in Stokes-Flow. Int. J. Numerical Methods in Fluids, 10i7), 
791-809 (1990). 

^ Graham, A.L., Mondy, L.A., Miller, J.D., Wagner, N.J., Cook, VV.A., Numeriral 
simulations of eccentricity and end effects in faUing ball rheometry. J. Rheo., 
33(7), 1107-1128, (1989).30 

Malysa, K., Vandeven, T.G.M., Rotational and Translational Motion of a Sphcne 
Parallel to a WaU. Int. J. Multiphase Flow, 12(3), 459-468 (1986). 

Fukumoto, Y., Slow Motion of a SmaU Sphere in a Viscous-Fluid Between Two 
Concentric Circular-Cylinders. J. Phys. Soc. Japan, 54(4), 1322- l'S2H {\\)H:^). 

^ Falade, A., Brenner, H., Stokes Wall Effects for Particles Moving Near Cvlindri-
cal Boundaries. J. Fluid Mech., 154, 145-162 (1985).^^ 

Title: Low Reynolds Number Hydrodynamics 

Authors: J. Happel and H. Brenner 

Book: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers (1983). 

Synopsis: This is a classical treatment of the hydrodynamic interactions of !).M 

tides in Newtonian fluids. This book contains summaries and comparisons of much 

of the early literature along with critical comments and analysis. In addition, niaii\ 

of the authors original contributions in this area are presented. The two j)a])(>i ; l)<4()w 

are summarized in this work. 

•^"Section C, page 46 
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Title: PhD Thesis 

Author: J. Famularo 

Thesis: D. Engineering Science Thesis, New York Univ. (1962). 

Synopsis: Calculations for small {a/R < 0.1) balls falling off-center in cylindrical 

tubes in the range 0 < b/R < 0.9. 

Title: Simplified Representation of the Generalized Green's Equations for the 

Constant Motion of Translation of a Rigid Body in a \'istous Fluid 

Author: H. Faxen 

Journal: Ark. Mat. Astr. Fys, 20 no. 8, 5 (1927). 

Synopsis: Correction factor for spheres falling on-center in cylindrical tubes at 

moderate Reynolds numbers and moderate a/R ratios. 

Title: On the Drag on a Rigid Sphere Moving in a Viscous Liquid Inside a 

Cylindrical Tube 

Author: T. Bohlin 

JourncJ: Transactions of the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, 155, l-ti.i 

(1960). 

Synopsis: Further corrections to Faxen's corrections for spheres failhng on-< eiitei 

in cylindrical tubes. Valid in the range 0 < a/R < 0.3 for near-zero Reynolds nuinlx i 

flow. Beyond this point, the theory of Haberman is most reliable. 

Title: Settling Velocity of a Sphere FaUing Between Two Concentric (J\ linders 

Filled with a Viscous Fluid 

Authors: G-H. Zheng, R. L. PoweU, and P. Stroeve 
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Journal: Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, 31, 1366 1372 (1992). 

Synopsis: The method of reflections was used to analyze experimental data 

for spheres falling between two concentric cylinders filled with a viscous fluid. The 

method is shown to predict the terminal velocity to within 5% or less if the sphere is 

a distance more than three sphere radii away from either inner or outer wall. 

Key Findings: Comparitive data for this problem is scarce. The ratio of the 

velocity for a sphere falling on center in a single cylinder comapred to in the annular 

space between to concentric cylinders is given as: 

Uc _ 1-2.10444;^ 
(C.8) 

where b is the distance from the center of the falhng ball to the center of the 

cylinder(s), a is the radius of the faUing baU, Ro is the radius of the outer cylinder, 

and / i and /2 are defined in the paper as functions of the relative size ratio between 

the two cylinder radii and the position off-center. 

Referenced by (selected): none 
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Non-Newtonian Fluids: FaUing-BaU Wall-Effect Corrections 

Title: The Influence of Rheological Properties on the Slow Flow Past Spheres 

Authors: B. Mena, O. Manero, and L.G. Leal 

Journal: J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech., 26, 247-275 (1987). 

Synopsis: Drag measurements are presented for spheres of various diameters 

(1.27, 0.9525, and 0.635 cm) moving longitudinally in cylinders of various diameters 

(2.54 and 6.92 cm; tank 38 cm x 38 cm used for small a/R ratios) with constant 

translational velocity. Four types of fluids considered: Newtonian (poly-butene oil, 

glycerol, glycerol/water), viscoelastic (0.8 wt.-% Separan in water), inelastic shear-

thinning (1.5 wt.-% Carbopol BP-90 in glycol with a few drops of triethylamine for 

viscosity control), and constant viscosity-elastic (Boger, 200 ppm (w/w) Separan in 

glucose syrup). 

Key Findings: In the case of neghgible wall effects, smaU perturbation theories 

provide an adequate description of the flow field in the creeping flow regime. The drag 

departure for viscoelastic liquids from Newtonian behavior has quadratic dependence 

on We. Elastic effects are of primary importance at low shear rates, the shear-t hinning 

behavior more dominant at higher shear rates. An accurate drag prediction can be 

based on shear- thinning behavior. 

For non-Newtonian fluids, the effects based on the proximity of the walls arĉ  

considerably reduced from the Newtonian value. Both elasticity and shear- thinning 

contribute to the reduction. Elastic effects may be accounted for by using Caswell's 

relation derived from smaU perturbation theories for creeping flow. The \'ali(lit>-

of this relation is shown to exceed smaU We numbers. Fluid ela,sticit\- diminishes 

wall effects but is a rapidly decreasing function, valid only for small We and large 

sphere/container ratios. Beyond this region, shear-thinning effects are predominant 

both upon the drag force and upon the waU correction term. The shear-thinnin.' 



effects may also be accounted for by Caswell's relation, which requires only a simple 

knowledge of the shear-thinning viscosity. 

Referenced by: 
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faUing along their fine of centers in a Boger fluid. J. Non- Newtonian Fluid 
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Sobolik, v. , Martemyanov, S., Cognet, G., Study of mass-transfer in viscoelastic 
liquids by segmented electrodiffusion velocity probes. J. Applied Electroeht ni-
istry, 24(7), 632-638, (1994). 

Becker, L.E., McKinley, G.H., Rasmussen, H.K., Hassager, O., The unstc\ulv 
motion of a sphere in a viscoelastic fluid. J. Rheo., 38(2), 377 403, (ID!) I). 

Boger, D.V., Binnington, R.J., Experimental removal of the reentrant corner sin
gularity in tubular entry flows. J. Rheo., 38(2), 333 349. (1994). 
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Lunsmann, W.J., Genieser, L., Armstrong, R.C, Brown, R.A., Finite- element 
analysis of steady viscoelastic flow around a sphere in a tube: Calculations 
with constant viscosity models. J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech. 48(1-2) 63-
99, (1993). 

Pinho, F.T., Whitelaw, J.H., Flow of non-Newtonian fluids over a confined bafl:ie. 
J. Fluid Mech., 226, 475-496, (1991). 

Wickramasinghe, S.R., Boger, D.V., Pratt, H.R.C., Stevens, G.W., Diffusion in 
elastic fluids. Chem. Eng. Sci., 46(2), 641-650, (1991). 
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at small Reynolds-number in a viscoplastic medium. J. Non-Newtoman Fluid 
Mech., 38(1), 31-42, (1990). 
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Chmielewski, C , Nichols, K.L., Jayaraman, K., A comparision of the drag eoefti-
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fluids. J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech., 35(1), 37-49, (1990). 

Dhahir, S.A., Walters, K., On non-Newtonian flow pas a cylinder in a confined 
flow. J. Rheo., 33(6), 781-804, (1989). 

Gahleitner, M., Sobczak, R., A new apparatus for measuring high viscosities. ./. 
Phys. E - Scientific Instruments, 21(11), 1074 1077, (1988). 

Title: Zero-Shear-Rate Viscosity Measurements for Polymer Solutions B\' Falling 

Ball Viscometry 

Authors: M. Gottlieb 

Journal: Journal of Non-Newtoman Fluid Mechanics, 6, 97-109 (1!»7')). 

Synopsis: Falhng baU experiments were performed in three polymer solutions.-^2 

32 n and m are constants for the power-law viscosity model. 
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(1) Polyethylene oxide, 1.77 wt.-% in water, n = 0.433, m = 5.19 Pa • 5" 

(2) Separan, 0.43 wt.-% in water, n = 0.380, m = 1:21 Pa- s"" 

(3) Separan, 2.37 wt.-% in water, n = 0.184, m = 44.9 Pa • s" 

The data was analyzed according to eight different methods for extrapolating to the 

zero-shear-rate viscosity of the polymer solutions. 

(1) Plot oirjg-Fo (Stokes uncorrected viscosity times Faxen's wall correction factor 

{FD = I - {ds/Dc)Fij^}j - 3/16 Re A- 2.09{dg/Dc)^ - 0.95{dg/Dc)')) vs. dg/Dc 

should yeield straight lines, each hne corresponding to aU ball sizes in a particular 

cylinder, all intercepting the ordinate at r]o (the zero- shear-rate viscosity). 

(2) Plot of ln{r]g • Fo) against a characteristic shear stress Tchar = g{Ps — PL)dg/l^ 

This plot should yield a single straight line for all measured veloc ities. When »>xtr;ip-

olated to zero shear stress will give TJQ. 

(3) Plot of ln{r]s/K), where K is Sutterby's empirical correction factor (Sutterby, 

J.L., Trans. Soc. Rheo., 17, 559, (1973)) against Tchar extrapolated to zero shear 

stress. 

(4) Plot of riapp (the apparent viscosity obtained by plotting Vt against <!,/Dc and 

extrapolating to obtain Uoo where dg/Dc = 0. t;oo is then used in Stokes' Law tf) calu-

late Tjapp for each liquid/sphere/cyhnder combination) against {v^/dg)'^ (\\tra};olatrd 

to zero shear rate (i.e. Voo/dg = 0). 

(5) Plot of ln{r]app) vs. Tchar extrapolated to zero shear stress. 

(6) Plot of {r]app - YepdsVoo) against {Voo/dgf again extrapolated to zero 4i. ar 

rate. 

(7) Plot of ln{r]app) against a characteristic shear rate {voo/dg) extrapolatc^l to 
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zero shear rate. 

(8) Plot of Vt = Voo- lg{ps -pL)ds^/36r]o\G vs. G, where G is Bohhn's correction. 

For the same sphere in different cylinders it is possible to obtain the zero-shear-rate 

viscosity from the slope of these lines. 

Key Findings: Extrapolation of the natural logarithm of the apparent viscosity to 

zero characteristic shear stress (method (5)) is the most reliable method for obtaining 

an estimate of the zero-shear-rate viscosity. The use of Faxens correction overesti

mates the waU effects in shear- thinning liquids. The extrapolated 770 is good to within 

experimental error (4-/- 5%). Methods (2) and (5) are recommended as they require 

little extrapolation, are based on actual measured parameters, and provide relatively 

accurate results with small experimental matricies (2 cylinders, 4 falling- balls in this 

case). 
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Newtonian Fluid Mech., 15(1), 61-74, (1984) 35 

Gottlieb, M., Bird, R.B., Exit effects in non-Newtonian liquids: Experimental stud>'. 
Ind. & Eng. Chemistry Fundamentals, 18(4), 357-368, (1979). 

Title: The Influence of Fluid Elasticity on WaU Effects for Creeping Sphere Motion 

in Cylindrical Tubes 

Authors: R. P. Chhabra and P.H.T. Uhlherr 

Journal: The Canadian Journal of Chemical Engineering, 66 (1988). 

Synopsis: On-center waU effects for constant-viscosity, variable elasticity fluids were 

investigated experimentally for d/D < 0.3, We = 2dVm/d < 5 where 6 is the 

MaxweUian rexlaxation time 6 = Ni/2T'y. 

Key Findings: For We < 0.01 waU effects are essentially Newtonian in nature and 

correction factors based on previously published results can be used. For We > 0.2, 

virtually no waU effect is discernible. The smaU amount present can be dc\s( rilxd 

by / = 1 - 0.l7d/D. The observed waU effect is due to elastic effects alone as no 

shear-thinning was present. 
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J. Non-Newtoman Fluid Mech., 35(1), 37-49, (1990). 

Title: A Study of Wall Effects on the Motion of a Sphere in Viscoelastic Fluids 

Authors: R. P. Chhabra, C. Tin, and P. H. T. Uhlherr 
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Jou rna l : Canadian Journal of Chemical Engineering, 59, 771-775 (1981). 

Synopsis: Experimental results for the influence of fluid elasticity on the wall efiec t 

for spheres falling on-center in cylindrical containers in viscoelastic fluids are reported. 

An empirical correlation is developed to a prion predict the waU effects based on the 

fluid properties. The following are the fluids and properties used (Tables C.l & C.2): 
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Table C.l: Fluids and their properties as used in Chhabra et al. 

Fluid 
Newtonian oil 

0.85% Separan AP30 
1.57% Methocel 

1.25% Separan AP30 
2.00% Separan AP30 

0.75% Separan MG500 + 1.25% CMC 
1.62% Separan AP30 

0.75% Separan AP30 + 0.75% CMC 

p (kg/m^) 
893 
1003 
1003 
1005 
1014 
1006 
1010 
1003 

770 (Pa-s) 

0.595 
8.20 
3.31 
19.9 
59.0 
11.5 
28.8 
10.5 

A (s) 
— 

11.00 
0.33 
15.30 
19.07 
8.13 
15.85 
15.75 

Table C.2: Rheological properties of the test fluids. 

n 
1.00 
0.49 
0.55 
0.46 
0.42 
0.40 
0.47 
0.53 

n' 
— 

0.62 
1.00 
0.67 
0.59 
0.60 
0.59 
0.60 

m (Pa-s") 
0.595 
2.70 
3.00 
5.20 
11.6 
3.15 
7.00 
3.08 

m' (Pa-s"') 
— 

6.10 
0.20 
8.20 
25.0 
7.10 
16.0 
6.80 

A i ( s ) 
— 

2.61 
5.22x10-^ 

0.32 
1.55 
1.10 
2.94 
3.87 

The ratio of the falling baU diameter, d, to cyhnder diameter, D, ranged from 0 •)" 

d/D < 0.5. 

Key Findings: If a dimensionless time and Reynolds number are defined as 

A = XV/R (CO 

Re = pVd/r]o (CIO) 
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where V is the terminal velocity of the falling ball and R the radius of the cylinder, 

the waU effect correction is defined as a function of these two dimensionless groups 

and the power-law index n: 

f = f{d/D,Re,A,n) (C.U) 

For the range of data presented here, 0.4 < n < 0.55, the power-law index n can be 

neglected, fitting with findings by other authors. The Reynolds number can also he 

neglected as all measurements were taken under creeping flow conditions (0.01 < Re). 

Thus, the wall effect correction is found to be: 

f = l-1.3{d/Df^^A-^-^'' (C.12) 

This equation predicts waU effects with an average error of 4% and a nuLvinuim 

deviation of 8% for the range of data 0.005 < d/D < 0.5, 0.9 < A < 300, and 

0.4 < n < 0.55. 

Referenced by (selected): 

Atapattu, D.D., Chhabra, R.P., Uhlherr, P.H.T., Creeping Sphere Motion m Herschcl-
Bulkley Fluids. J. Non-Newtoman Fluid Mech., 59(2-3), 245-265 (1995). 

Vandenbrule, B.H.A.A., Gheissary, G., Effects of Fluid Elasticity on the Static and 
Dynamic Settling of a Spherical Particle. J. Non-Newtoman Fluid Mah 
49(1), 123-132 (1993). 
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Unnikrishnan, A., Chhabra, R.P., An experimental-study of motion of cylinders in 
Newtonian fluids: WaU effects and drag coefficient. Canadian J. Chem. Eng.. 
69(3), 729-735, (1991). 

^ Mena, B., Manero, O., Leal, L.G., The Influence of Rheological Properties on 
the Slow Flow Past Spheres. J. Non-Newtoman Fluid Mech., 26(2), 247-275 
(1987).36 

Hasan, M.A., Wall Effects on the Motion of a RoUing Sphere in a Closely Fitting 
Tube. Chem. Eng. J. & Biochem. Eng. J., 33(2), 97-101 (1986). 

Title: A Study of WaU Effect for Viscoelastic Fluids in the Falling Ball Mscometer 

Authors: Y. I. Cho, J. P. Hartnett, and E. Y. Kwack 

Journal: Chemical Engineering Communications, 6, 141-149 (1980). 

Synopsis: Falling ball experiments were conducted on-center for the range 0.01 < 

d/D < 0.2 in weakly viscoelastic fluids. 

Key Findings: 1. The wall correction constants for carboxymethy cellulose and 

polyacrylamide aqueous solutions were determined and found to deviate substantially 

from Faxen's wall correction. 

2. With increasing elasticity, the amount of correction needed to obtain the velocit>' 

at infinity becomes smaller. 

3. In general, Faxen's or Turian's wall correction should be used only for Ncnvtonian 

fluids or weakly elastic non-Newtonian fluids. FOr highly elastic fluids, it is noec>ssar\-

to determine the waU corrections directly. 

^^Section C, page 57 
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Referenced by (selected): 

^ Butcher, T.A., Irvine, T.F., Use of the Falhng BaU Viscometer to Obtain Flow 
Curves for Inelastic, Non-Newtonian Fluids. J. Non-Newtoman Fluid Mech., 
36, 51-70 (1990).37 

t Chhabra, R.P., Uhlherr, P.H.T., The Influence of Fluid Elasticity on Wall Effects 
for Creeping Sphere Motion in Cylindrical-Tubes. Canadian J. Chem. Eng., 
66(1), 154-157 (1988).38 

^ Mena, B., Manero, O., Leal, L.G., The Influence of Rheological Properties on 
the Slow Flow Past Spheres. J. Non-Newtoman Fluid Mech., 26(2), 247-275 
(1987).39 

t Chhabra, R.P., Tin, C , Uhlherr, P.H.T., A Study of WaU Effects on the Motion 
of a Sphere in Viscoelastic Fluids. Canadian J. Chem. Eng., 59(6), 771-775 
(1981).40 

Title: Use of the Falling Ball Viscometer to Obtain Flow Curves for Inelastic, Non-

Newtonian Fluids 

Authors: T. A. Butcher and T. F. Irvine, Jr. 

Journal: Journal of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics, 36, 51-70 (1990). 

Synopsis: Finite-element simulation of a sphere sedimenting through a cvlinder in 

a power-law fluid. 

Key Findings: A wall-correction term and modification to Stokes' Law is i)rt>sented 

•^^Section C, page 69 
•^^Section C, page 63 
•^^Section C, page 57 
''"Section C, page 64 
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to account for differences in a/R and fluid properties. 

Referenced by (selected:) 

Zheng, R., Phan-Thien, N., Ilic, V., Falling Needle Rheometry for General Viscoelas
tic Fluids. J. Fluids Eng. - Trans, of the ASME, 116(3), 619-624 (1994). 
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Other Misc. Related Papers 

Title: Mechanical Packing of Spherical Particles 

Author: R. K. McGeary 

Journal: Journal of the Americal Ceramic Society, 44(10), 513-522, (1961). 

Synopsis: An idealized experimental study of particle packing was made. Spherical 

metal shot of several discrete, narrow size ranges was efficiently packed in glass con

tainers by mechanical vibration. Packing arrangements and the dynamic process of 

packing were studied visually. 

Key Findings: One-size spheres packed in an orthorhombic arrangement with a 

density 62.5% of theoretical density. Forming of hig-density multi- component pack

ings was shown to require at least a sevenfold difference between sphere sizes of tlu^ 

individual components. A quaternary packing with a density 95.1% of theoretical 

density was formed from spheres with diameter ratios 1:7:38:316 and volume com

positions 6.1:10.2:23.0:60.7%, respectively. Such packings could be poured from ther 

glass containers, thus proving that effective mechanical packing is simpl>' an c4tic>\ leiit 

arrangement of spheres of prescribed sizes and proportions. 

Referenced by (selected): 

Greenwood, R., Luckham, P.F., Gregor, T., Minimising the Viscosity of Cone cMit rated 
Dispersions by Using Bimodal Particle Size Distributions. Colloids f - Surf. A 
- Physochemical & Eng. Aspects, 144(1-3), 139-147 (1998). 

Chang, C.Y., PoweU, R.L., Effect of Particle-Size Distributions on the RhcM)l(),i;\ of 
Concentrated Bimodal Suspensions. J. Rheo., 38(1), 85-98, (1994). 
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Davis, I.L, Carter, R.G., Random Particle Packing by Reduced Dimension Algo
rithms. J. App. Phys., 67(2), 1022-1029 (1990). 

Sengun, M.Z., Probstein, R.F., High-Shear-Limit Viscosity and the Maximum Pack
ing Fraction in Concentrated Monomodal Suspensions. PhysicoChenucal Hy
drodynamics, 11(2), 229-241 (1989). 

Mongia, G., Ziegler, G.R., The Role of Particle Size Distribution of Suspended Solids 
in Defining the Flow Properties of Milk Chocolate. Int. J. of Food Properties^ 
3(1), 137-147 (2000). 

Title: Distribution of Nearest Neigbors in Dilute Suspensions of Monodisperse Splu res 

Author: M. Alonso 

Journal: Journal of Chemical Engineering of Japan, 29(3), 416-420 (1995). 

Synopsis: A model is proposed to describe the distribution of distances between 

nearest neighbors in random-packed low-density assmeblies of equal-sized si)heres. 

The model is based on the probablility of not finding any sphere center in an arbitr<uy 

volume of given size. The probablility contains a limiting packing density, 0^, as a 

fitting parameter. The physical meaning of 0^ is the solids concentration above which 

every particle in the suspension is in contact with at least one of its neighbors. It 

means that at sohds concentration (}) = 4>m the fraction of particles whose motions 

are constrained by the preseence of any other contacting particles becomes \m\\\. 

Key Findings: The value of 0ni is evaluated from nearest neighbor distributions 

in random assembhes of spheres obtained via computer simulation. The closeness of 

the resulting value, 0^ = 0.52, to that reported by Probstein et al. (1994)''^ from 

•̂ Ŝee Probstein et al. in Section C, page 44 
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viscosity measurements leads to the possibihty of interpreting the empirical viscosit\-

correlations in terms of the local arrangement of particles in the suspension. 

Referenced by (selected): none 
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Summary Tables 

Suspension Papers 

Table C.3: Summary of Suspension Literature 
Title 

Continuum Approximations and 
Particle Interactions in 

Concentrated Suspensions 
Microrheological Observations 

on the Onset of Non-Newtonian 
Behavior in Suspensions 

The Effect of the Diameter of 
Falling Balls on the Apparent 
Viscosity of Spheres and Rods 
Theoretical Basis for Falling-

Ball Rheometry in Suspensions 
of Neutrally Buoyant Spheres 
Development of a Falling Ball 
Rheometer with Applications 

to Opaque Systems 
Viscosity of Concentrated 

Suspensions of Spheres 
Transport Characteristics 

of Suspension (D.G. Thomas) 
Rheology of 

Monodisperse Lattices 
Bimodal Model of 

Concentrated Suspension 
Viscosity for Distributed 

Particle Sizes 
Effects of Surface Roughness 

on a Sphere Sedimenting Through 
a Dilute Suspension of 

Neutrally Buoyant Spheres 
Velocity Fluctuations of a 

Heavy Sphere Falling Through 
a Sedimenting Suspension 

Subject 

On-center 
Wall Effects 

On-center 
Wall Effects 

On-center 
Wall Effects 

Pr 

Pr 

Pr 

Pr 

Pr 

Pr 

Horizontal Sz 
vertical 

dispersion 

Vt variations as 
Pb is varied 

1 

Prime Result 1 

Non-Newtonian 
wall effects for 

0 > 30% 
Non-Newtonian 
wall effects for 

(p > 30% 
Small ball effect for 

d/dg < 6.0 

Theoretical basis for 
recovery of Pr 
via faUing ball. 
Use of an eddy 

current detector to ' 
obtain Vt. 

Falling needle is 
used to recover pr 

Pr = f{4>) 

r?, = [1 - (0/p)]-l^)P 

Fines impart all non-
Newtonian behavior. 

Coarse fraction 
affects Pr. 

Roll/slip model is 
most appropriate. 

Vert, and Horiz. disp. 
increase in suspensions 

Long-time motion 
is shown to be 

diffusi\'e in nature 
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APPENDIX D 

ERROR ANALYSIS 

D.l Introduction 

In order to quantify the systematic errors inherent in any faUing ball experiment, the 

following error analysis based on Stoke's Law was developed. This method is able to 

quantify errors associated from measured parameters as used in Stoke's Law and the 

experiment. When a total error arising from accounted sources has been established, 

any other error or variation in the data most likely arises due to material variations 

or lack of sufficient sample size to average out random errors. 

D.2 Formulation 

Stoke's Law, when appropriately corrected for wall effects, accurately describes the 

behavior of a dense ball settling through a generahzed Newtonian fluid contained in 

a circular cylinder. When performing the error analysis, Stokes Law can be written 

in two forms depending on the desired outcome. The first is to calculate the viscosity 

of the fluid based on the physical parameters of the experiment: 

P=lg{pt-Pf)a\'K-' (D.l) 

where we can further define: 
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K 

Pb = — a mb 

Vt = A L A r ^ 

{l + f{b/R)aR-') 

(D.2) 

iD.3) 

(D.4) 

(for an explanation of the terms and notation used, see the nomenclature sub- section 

at the end of this section). Combining equations (D.l) through (D.4), the form 

of Stoke's Law used to quantify errors in a calculated viscosity from all measured 

parameters in the physical experiment is: 

2p 
P = — 
^ 9 

:~mi,RAt - pfRa^At 

ALRa + ALa\f{b/R) 
(D.5) 

The second form of Stoke's Law is used to predict the variations in the time required 

for the falling ball to pass between two timing marks. This method is used when 

variations in the viscosity of the fluid between samples being tested are cwpec ted. In 

this case, it is desirable to know which, or how much, variation is due to svstematic 

error and which is due to actual variations in the material. In this case, Stoke's L.iw 

takes the following form: 

At = 
2g 

aRALpA-a'^ALpf{b/R) 

4TT 
Rnib — Ra^pf 

(D.o) 
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Following the method as outUned in Bethea and Rheinhart [6], the total error dis

sociated with an experiment can be calculated by taking the total deri\ative of the 

governing equation; 

^y = E (g) ^^, (D 

where / is the descriptive equation affected by small changes dx^ in each of the n 

parameters x^ and y is the parameter that is affected by the errors. When applied 

to the first form of Stoke's Law, the total accounted systematic error in a cdic ulated 

viscosity is determined by: 

2g {^mbRAt - pfRa^At) ^^ . 
da = ^ A i i — L1 L (D.8) 
^ 9{ALRa + ALa^f{b/R)) ^ 

^RAt 
^"^ dmb ^^_^mi,RAt- pfRa^At 

-Ra^At 
A- dpf 

^m^RAt- pfRa^At "^^ 
ImRpfRa' ^^^ 

+ 

+ 

-^mbRAt - pfRa^At 

-3pfRa''At _ ALR + 2ALaf{b/R) \ ^^ 

, ^mtRAt - pfRa^At ALRa + ALa'f{b/R) ) 

\mbAt - Pfa^At _ ALa -h ALaT{b/R) \ ^^ 

^mtRAt - pfRa^At ALRa + ALa''f {b/R) ) 

^ ^ --df{b/R) 
ALRa + ALay{b/R) 

Ra + ay{b/R) ^^^ 
ALRa + ALa'f {b/R) 
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When applied to the second form, the accounted systematic error in the time required 

by the falling ball to pass between two fixed timing marks is: 

^^^ ^ 9aRALp + a'ALpf{b/R) 
2g^Rm, - Ra^pf ^ ' 

aRp -f a''pf{b/R) ^ ^ ^ 
dAL aRALp + a'ALpf{b/R) 

aRAL -h a'ALf{b/R) 

^ aRALp -h a'ALpf{b/R) 

a'ALp 

dp 

aRALp -F a'ALpf{b/R) df{b/R) 

IR 
^" -dmy ^Rmb - Ra^pf 

-Ra^ 

'^Rm^-Ra^Pf ^^ 

f RALp + 2aALpf{b/R) _ -3Ra'pf \ 

"̂  \aRALp + a'ALpf{b/R) A.Rmb-Ra^Pf) 

/ aALp + a'ALpf'{b/R) _ ^m^-a^Pf \ 

\aRALp + a'ALpf{b/R) ^Rm^ - Ra^pf J 

D.3 Quantification of Variables and their Variations 

The following variables, found in the Stoke's equations above, are here disc ussed in 

detail along with their corresponding variations. 

D.3.1 Falling BaU Masses 

The masses of the faUing balls were measured on a Mettler AE-160 balance with 

resolution to 10"'* g. A sample size of at least 5 balls was used, and 10 were used when 

available. The average mass, standard deviation of the masses, and 95/( confidence 

intervals for the average masses for each of the balls used in this study are tabulated 
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in Table D.l. 

D.3.2 Measurement Zone Length 

The measurement zone was measured using a Mituyoto Digimatic precision calipers 

with resolution of 0.0005 inches. This measurement was then checked using pure 

fluids of known viscosity using both the eddy current detector and a visual method 

(see the Experimental Methods Section II for details about these methods) and found 

to be accurate at least to the precision of the micrometer. The measurement zone 

consists of two 3 inch zones each with a maximum variation of 0.0005 inches. 

D.3.3 Radius of the Containing Cylinder 

The radius of the containing cylinder was measured with a Mituyoto Digimatic pre

cision calipers with a resolution of 0.0005 inches. The diameter of the cylinder was 

measured at eight points around the circumference and found to vary at most 0.003 

inches with an average diameter of 2.93 inches. It is not known if the diameter of 

the pipe varies down the length of the cyhnder, but as the glass pipe is extruded, 

variation is not expected to exceed that of the open end of the cylinder. 

D.3.4 Radius of the FaUing BaU 

The diameters of the falling balls were measured with a Mituyoto Digimatic prec ision 

micrometer with a resolution of 0.00005 inches. The diameters of the falling balls 

were found to be consistent to manufacturers' specifications of maxinmm variation of 

0.0025 inches and sphericity to within 0.0025 inches. At least five of each size and 

type of baU were measured and ten were used when possible. The average diameters, 

standard deviations, and 95% confidence intervals are tabulated in Table D.2 for the 

balls used in this study. 
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D.3.5 Suspending Fluid Density 

The density of the suspending fluid was measured in a Mettler-Toledo DE40 Densitx 

Meter with resolution of lO-^g/cm^. The densitometer has been checked with water 

as measured in the device and published values in the CRC. The density of the 

suspending fluid is 1.1854 g/cm^ with a variation of lO-"* g/cm^ due to the resolution 

of the measurement device. 

D.3.6 Time of Flight 

The timing was accomplished using a stopwatch accurate to within 0.01 seconds. 

Trials in Newtonian fluids of known viscosity using the same technique to time the 

balls, but with aU other error sources accounted for, indicate that maximum variation 

in measurement of the time of flight for an average of five experiments by one o])erator 

is less than 0.0025 seconds. This variation is only possible in Newtonian fluids. \\ lien 

a suspension of almost any volume fraction is tested in this method, the discrete 

nature of the suspension and variations in local volume fractions the iiic rt̂ ase in time 

variations is then due almost solely to material variations and not due to systematic 

error by the operator. Of course, when dealing with a suspension, these errors are 

generally random in nature and can be averaged out with a sufficient ly large number 

of sample velocities to average. 

D.3.7 Viscosity of the Fluid 

The ASTM standard for fluid viscosity measurement is the capillarv method, basc^l 

on an average accuracy of less than 1%. The ASTM standards also list for the fallini; 

ball test an accuracy of less than 3%. By completing this error analysis, it has been 

found that the faUing ball method can be acciurate and repeatable to less than 1% in 

pure Newtonian fluids. 
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D.3.8 WaU Correction Factor 

As the waU correction factor for both on- and off-center corrections are known for 

all possible configurations, variations in drop location are accounted for in the wall 

correction factor in the error analysis. 

D.3.9 Gravity 

It is assumed that gravity does not vary during the experiment nor does it \ar\' 

significantly in the local area of the lab in which the experiments were conducted. 

D.4 Total Error Analysis 

Using typical data from experiments in pure fluids and suspensions, a table of variables 

and their typical variations can be compiled and used in the error analysis (Table 

D.3). Listed in Table D.4 are the errors associated with each source normalized with 

the total error and the calculated parameter (either viscosity or time of flight) as 

indications of which parameters require greater care and precision when performing 

these experiments. 

D.5 Summary 

For typical faUing ball data in pure fluids and suspensions, using conventional mea

surement techniques, and accounting for aU known systematic errors, the viscosity of 

a fluid can be accurately determined to within 1% in suspensions and less than 1% 

in pure Newtonian Fluids. The time of flight can be determined to within 2% for 

suspensions and less than 2% in pure Newtonian fluids. The greatest error source in 

the viscosity calculation stems from variations in the mass and diameter of the falling 

ball. Variations in time of flight are due to the diameter and mass of the falling ball 

along with additional error from the uncertainty in viscosity. 
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D.6 Terminology and List of Symbols 

mb — mass of the falling ball 

AL — length of the zone through which the baU is timed 

R — radius of the containing cylinder 

a — radius of the falling ball 

Pf — density of the fluid 

At — time required for the falling ball to pass through the measurement zone 

p — viscosity of the fluid 

f{b/R) — wall correction factor 

g — acceleration due to gravity 

Vt — terminal velocity of the faUing ball (equal to ALAt~^) 

pb — density of the falling ball 

K — aggregate wall correction factor 

dx — variation in parameter x (m^, AL, etc.) 
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count — number of balls measured 

St. dev. — standard deviation 

95% CI — 95% confidence interval from student fr-test 

CV— coefficient of variance; defined as the standard deviation normahzed with the 

average 
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Table D.l: Variation in ball masses. AU units in grams. 

Nominal 
Diameter 

1" 

3/4" 

5/8" 

1/2" 

3/8" 

1/4" 

3/16" 

count 
average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 

A l u m i n i u m 

5 
23.8994 
0.0170 
0.0133 
0.04% 

6 
10.0957 
0.0158 
0.0165 
0.16% 

0 

10 
3.0022 
0.0074 
0.0053 
0.25% 

10 
1.2676 
0.0009 
0.0006 
0.07% 

10 
0.3603 
0.0011 
0.0008 
0.29% 

0 

B r a s s 

5 
72.8599 
0.0105 
0.0130 
0.01% 

5 
30.8009 
0.0150 
0.0187 
0.05% 

5 
17.8498 
0.0048 
0.0060 
0.03% 

0 

10 
3.8443 
0.0216 
0.0155 
0.56% 

11 
1.1374 
0.0069 
0.0046 
0.61% 

10 
0.4849 
0.0004 
0.0003 
0.07% 

T u n g s t e n 
C a r b i d e 

0 

0 

0 

5 
16.1196 
0.1120 
0.1391 
0.70% 

6 
6.7797 
0.0054 
0.0057 
0.08%, 

10 
2.0027 
0.0017 
0.0012 1 
0.09';{ 

10 
0.8469 
0.0003 
0.0002 
0.03% 
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Table D.2: Variation in baU diameters. All units in inches. 

Nominal 
Diameter 

1" 

3/4" 

5/8" 

1/2" 

3/8" 

1/4" 

3/16" 

count 
average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 
count 

average 
St. dev. 
95% CI 

CV 

A l u m i n i u m 

5 
1.00003 
0.00027 
0.00033 
0.03% 

6 
0.75013 
0.00040 
0.00042 
0.05% 

0 

10 
0.49917 
0.00070 
0.00050 
0.14% 

10 
0.37471 
0.00017 
0.00012 
0.05% 

10 
0.24899 
0.00026 
0.00018 
0.10% 

0 

Brciss 

5 
0.99973 
0.00007 
0.00008 
0.01% 

5 
0.74944 
0.00014 
0.00018 
0.02% 

5 
0.62852 
0.00798 
0.00991 
1.27% 

0 

10 
0.37489 
0.00031 
0.00022 
0.08% 

10 
0.24963 
0.00028 
0.00020 
0.11% 

9 
0.18772 
0.00005 
0.00004 
0.03% 

T u n g s t e n 
C a r b i d e 

0 

0 

0 

5 
0.49980 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00% 

10 
0.37490 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00% 

10 
0.24979 
0.00003 
0.00002 
0.01% 

10 
0.18740 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00% 
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Table D.3: Variation Summary for Typical Experiments 

Variable 

rUb 

AL 
R 
a 

Pf 
At 
/^ 

f{b/R) 

Units 

g 
cm 
cm 
cm 

g/cm*^ 
s 

poise 
dim'less 

Pure Fluids 
Value 
1.1374 
7.6200 
3.7211 

0.31703 
1.0891 
26.21 

460.73 
2.1044 

Variation 
0.0046 
0.0005 
0.0354 

0.00051 
0.0001 
0.0025 

4.60 
0.012 

Suspensions 
Value 
1.1374 
7.6200 
3.7211 

0.31703 
1.1854 
78.55 

1360.72 
2.1044 

Variation 
0.0046 
0.0005 
0.0354 

0.00051 
0.0001 
0.0025 
13.72 
0.012 
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